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Dear Mr Lennon,
Consultation Submission – Revised Planning and Design Code
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the revised Planning and Design Code. Mid
Murray Council are a Phase 3 Council and see this as the final opportunity to ensure our local policy,
particularly, as it relates to the sensitive River Murray environment is not lost or eroded. Please find
below a detailed submission which has been endorsed by Council’s Strategic Planning and Policy
Development Committee, as well as the full Council.
Preamble
The purpose of this submission is threefold, firstly to consider the new Zones of the Code and how
certain Zones and Policy Areas (within the Development Plan) are to be transitioned, and consider
whether the ‘right’ choice has been made for the Zone. If not, suggestions are tabled as to what
might be a more suitable Zone given the context outlined.
Secondly, the submission seeks to flesh out whether there are opportunities in limited circumstances
where there is obvious disparity between the existing built form and landscape character to the zoning
intent of the current Zone or Policy Area, and in these circumstances consider an appropriate Zone in
the Code that might be more reflective and cognisant of the existing situation and perhaps sway away
from unrealistic policy of the current Zone in the context to a more appropriate Code Zone. For
example, parts of the Urban Waterfront (Floodplain) Zone containing dwellings and riverfront
residential allotments being transitioned to a Recreation Zone (which contemplates, among other
things, sporting grounds) would appear to suggest an alternative Zone might be appropriate.
Thirdly, and perhaps the most complex task of all, is to evaluate the Code policy versus the current
Development Plan policy in certain Zones and Policy Areas for specific types of development and
outline the significant disparity both in terms of policy but also procedure in how such applications are
dealt with through the assessment process.
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Given the extraordinary amount of resources, for a small rural Council, that would be required to
undertake such a task for the entire policy of the Development Plan versus that of the Code, the focus
of the discussion has been with regard to the shack areas and development in the River Murray
floodplain generally. Some commentary has also been provided in relation to aspects of the Rural
Zone, given it now encompasses the River Murray Zone, Primary Production Policy Area, and policy
voids for certain types of development have been identified in the previous submission and do not
appear to have been addressed. Therefore, there is a reiteration of some of the concerns around
this, in particular with respect to things such as solar farms, which are not spoken to in the Code Rural
Zone.
When comparing the proposed assessment provisions of the Code to those in the Development Plan
there are vast differences, and a lot of policy that has not been transferred to the Code. While it is
appreciated that a simplification and standardisation of policy across the State is a key intent behind
the State-based Code, local nuances in areas that are so unique that a ‘one size fits all’ approach is
not appropriate, should be carried over, such as within the River Murray flood plain environment. It is
appreciated the current restrictive nature of policy in some instances should be improved to provide
more balance and this opportunity is welcomed in the Code transition.
At the end of the submission some other relevant changes to policy are identified as well as what are
seen to be policy ‘gaps’ requiring attention, in particular within the Rural Zone.
Relevant Zones and Overlays
At Council’s Strategic Planning and Policy Development Committee Meeting dated 17 August 2020,
Council staff tabled the suite of new “Neighbourhood” Zones to spatially apply to Mannum in
particular, with the vast majority of the current residentially zoned land in the Mannum township being
transferred to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone areas in the Residential Character Zone being
transitioned to the Established Neighbourhood Zone, and the waterfront residential areas (such as
those within the Residential Zone Floodplain Policy Area 5 and the Residential Marina Zone below 5.3
AHD (within the 1956 floodplain)) being transferred to the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone.
A previous resolution of Council included that areas in the current Residential Escarpment Zone
should ideally be transferred to the Hills Neighbourhood Zone, given the policy intent in this Zone
presently being very similar to that of the Hills Neighbourhood Zone, and additional policy being
provided that ensured that land division creating additional allotments in the 1956 flood plain affected
residential areas would become “restricted” as the default assessment pathway, commensurate with
the current non-complying process applicable.
The full content of the previous Committee Report and Minutes from 17 August 2020 are contained in
Appendix A.
At the time, the policy content of the relevant Zones was unknown. The policy itself has not been an
integral part of the current review but a brief consideration of the relevant Zone policies in the
applicable Zones suggests that the previous recommendations remain relevant in terms of how the
new Zones would be spatially applied in reference to existing residential areas of Mannum. As an
example of the pitfalls of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone in relation to the current Residential
Escarpment Zone, there is no limit to constructing two storey dwellings, which represents a significant
intensification of the visual impact of development that would be possible under the Code Zone.
A table that shows the Zone/Policy Area comparison to the new Code Zones is provided as an
attachment, in Appendix B.
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Anomalies
There are a number of current boundary anomalies in the Development Plan, as well as some areas
that are clearly within a Zone or Policy Area that really is not suited or reflective of the current or likely
future development of these particular geographical areas.
While it is acknowledged that the Department simply seeks to find the most appropriate and
comparable zone within the Code, to, as best as possible facilitate a relatively policy neutral transition
from the current Development Plan, it is considered that where there are obvious discrepancies now
presents the best opportunity to rectify those.
Mannum
There is a section of the riverfront residential development in Mannum that is currently in the Urban
Waterfront (Floodplain) Zone (UrW(Fl)), which generally envisages recreation areas, public car parks,
boat moorings, caravan parks and water-based recreation among other similar uses.
The allotments and lease sites in the UrW(Fl) Zone located between number 124 (at the lower end of
Brooks Street) and 142 River Lane, the last residential site before commercial boat moorings, Port
Mannum are all residentially proportioned sites and most contain dwellings or tourist accommodation
on them at present. The total area comprises 1.4 hectares and would appear to be better suited to
being transferred to the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone rather than the Recreation Zone.
The Recreation Zone anticipates a range of accessible recreation facilities the types of uses
anticipated by DPF 1.1 are all of a scale that would not be suited to any of the allotments/lease sites
between 124 and 142 River Lane. These include playgrounds, recreation areas, sporting clubrooms,
stadiums and swimming pools. Dwellings and standalone tourist accommodation is not expected in
the Zone and that is the predominant current use of these privately held, separately owned/leased
parcels of land.

Figure 1
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Caravan Parks Generally
Mid Murray Council has at least six caravan parks, with parks in Mannum, Morgan, Swan Reach,
Blanchetown, Younghusband (Grulunga) and Punyelroo. By and large the majority appears to be
transitioned to the Recreation Zone in the Planning and Design Code. It would appear that the more
appropriate Zone on face value is the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone.
Grulunga Caravan Park
The Grulunga Caravan Park at 1524 East Front Road, Younghusband is a tiered Park ascending up
the escarpment on the southern side of the River, containing permanently sited caravans and cabins
for small group of permanent residents as well as predominantly holiday occupants. The Park is
under single ownership and private management and each site is leased.
The Caravan Park is located in three Development Plan Policy Areas in the River Murray Zone, with
the majority in the River Settlement Policy Area, a small portion in the Primary Production Policy Area
and almost half of the lower tier located in the Floodplain Policy Area.
The Caravan Park is partly within the 1956 flood plain but mostly elevated above this level. As part of
the Caravan Park within the Floodplain Policy Area of the current Development Plan, this places
limitations on the type of work that can be undertaken on existing cabins and caravans, with most
forms of development undergoing a non-complying assessment pathway. Largely as a result of
current restrictions Council has had ongoing issues with unauthorised development in the Park.
It should be noted that in this instance the boundary of the Floodplain Policy Area does not
correspond with the boundary of the 1956 flood level. The 1956 flood level only marginally affects the
bottom part of the Park and is shown below.

Figure 2
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Current Policy Area boundaries between the Floodplain Policy Area and the River Settlement Policy
Area pose the greatest issue with development in the Park at present. It is considered that an
appropriate outcome for the site would be that the entire Park is located in the Caravan and Tourist
Park Zone to give occupants greater certainty about the ability to maintain and enhance their cabin
sites with policy supportive of this. The current Policy Area boundary and suggested Zone boundary
and which Zones should apply in the Code are as follows:

There are additional anomalies with the current Zone boundaries that could be rectified in the Code
transition process further along East Front Road to the east. There are, in particular, four existing
shack dwelling sites that are currently located in the Floodplain Policy Area including three adjacent
the caravan park (1526, 1528 and 1530 East Front Road) and another isolated dwelling on the land
elevated above East Front Road in front of the dwellings that have access to Khancoban Place (the
only site on the northern side of this road , which happens to be 1 Khancoban Place).
The aforesaid property at 1 Khancoban Place and 1530 East Front Road have flood plain impact from
a 1956 flood level, while other dwelling sites do not. The dwellings themselves in all four properties
are elevated above the 1956 level. Therefore, it would appear appropriate to locate these properties
in the same Zone as the properties to the rear in Khancoban Place, being in the Rural Settlement
Zone including the part of Number 1 that accommodates the dwelling , and re-align the Zone boundary
according to the map below.
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It appears that current maps within the suite of updated maps provided to Council for consideration in
the November 2020 version of the Code only depict the parts that have changed from the original
suite of maps consulted upon. Therefore, to check the applicable Zone for most areas, such as that
around Younghusband, which are largely completely absent of any zoning detail on the current suite
of maps, one must also refer to the 2019 version of maps as consulted. It appears that other than
those specifically depicted changes in the latest su ite of maps the Zone boundaries are consistent
w ith what was shown in the original version.
The current mapping is shown below, and from entering the relevant properties at 1 Khancoban Place
and 1524 East Front Road (Caravan Park) through the Consult24 portal via
https://consult.code.plan.sa.qov.au/rules-by-development?id=7132725507 it is apparent that the Zone
in which each of the properties is located in is consistent with as consulted originally, as the Caravan
Park is still shown in the Rural Settlement Zone and Conservation Zone. The recommendation is that
the built up area within the Park is entirely located in the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone, which has
more appropriate policy in this circumstance.
There is a significant backdrop to the River Murray behind this Caravan Park, which is a steep
escarpment and this contains sandstone cliffs and native vegetation . While not pragmatic to build on
this area, it is considered that along the River Murray where there are such important geological
formations that give the Murray Valley its unique and special visual character, these could well be
suited to being within a Conservation type Zone. That may require a more rigorous investigation and
be part of subsequent Code changes, but it is something that the Commission should consider in the
longer term .
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Figure 5: Extract of 2020 Code Zone Maps on Consultation – Younghusband

Rural Shack Settlement Zone
The Rural Shack Settlement (RuSH) Zone provides policy to guide the built form within coast and
inland shack areas. This Zone accommodates coastal shack areas and inland shack areas situated
along the River Murray and other inland waters. The Zone anticipates low density development which
is conducive to the natural landscape. It prescribes maximum building heights through the
implementation of spatially specific technical numerical variations (TNVs). In the majority of the shack
areas within the Mid Murray Council, the maximum building height is set at 7.5 metres which is
consistent with the current policy within the Shack Settlement Policy Area of the River Murray Zone.
Similar to the current provisions within the Mid Murray Council Development Plan, land division is
limited to realignments of current boundaries and the creation of new allotments is generally
discouraged.
For the purposes of this submission, the main forms of development within the Rural Shack
Settlement Zone which have been reviewed are outbuildings and dwellings.
Outbuildings
RuSH Zone PO 6.1 restricts outbuildings to 60 square metres in floor area with a wall height of 3
metres. An outbuilding can be situated on the boundary of an allotment where the length of the
structure does not exceed 11.5 metres.
The wall height and floor area maximum limit within the current Development Plan policy is 54 square
metres in floor area with a wall height of 3.2 metres.
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The policy within the Rural Shack Settlement Zone is tailored to allotments with a primary frontage to
the street. The policy prioritises the view of the street rather than the river or coast by discouraging
outbuildings being placed in front of the building line (on the street side) to which it is ancillary. It is
suggested that the policy accommodates for allotments with a frontage to the river, either directly or
separated by a public reserve, where it is more appropriate to site the outbuilding between the road
and the ancillary dwelling, similar to policy built into the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone.
The desired performance outcomes for the siting of outbuildings allows for structures to be located on
the boundary, whereas there is a minimum setback of 1 metre from allotment boundaries in the
current Shack Settlement Policy Area of River Murray Zone. Allowing sheds on boundaries will create
difficulties with installing flood openings and doors to allow flood waters to flow through as mentioned
in the River Murray Flood Plain Protection Overlay as it would not be possible to have openings on a
boundary as per the National Construction Code, as a boundary to another allotment is treated as a
fire source feature.
Dwellings
Many of the design and layout guidelines set out in the Shack Settlement Policy Area have not been
transferred to the new Planning and Design Code. There are no specific guidelines of building
materials or design of dwellings.
The submission in response to the first consultation of the Code highlighted that there is no maximum
floor area restriction for dwellings within the shack areas. The current Shack Settlement Policy Area
limits the total enclosed floor area to 300 square metres and building modules to 100 square metres
in floor area where there is no articulation in the footprint. The updated Planning and Design Code
has not incorporated either qualitative or quantitative design provisions to ensure dwellings in the
shack areas are of a reasonable scale. It is highly recommended that a maximum floor area limit for
dwellings in the shack areas is implemented.
It is also recommended that design guidelines are incorporated to encourage buildings to have
articulation and variation in the building footprint, roof form and façade. A lack of design guidelines
may result in the construction of large rectangular shaped dwellings with suburban style room forms
and buildings materials which do not reflect the character of the shack areas.
Procedural Issues
It is important to note that the initial intent of freeholding of shack sites was to facilitate improved
environmental outcomes and improve flood risk. Shack settlement type development along the River
Murray channel is a historical legacy but it is acknowledged probably not an appropriate development
outcome due to the water quality and flood risk issues.
The current policy of the Development Plan by and large seeks to capture the intent of what originally
was intended in the freeholding process, by having very strict policy to deal specifically with these two
most important issues of alleviating flood risk and water quality issues.
Despite concern being raised about the original version of the Code on how policy was constructed to
address these fundamental issues, there still appears to be a large policy vacuum that is either in the
form of absent policy that currently applies in the Development Plan or weakened policy that leaves a
lot more things up for debate, and appeal because of the “performance assessed” stream, as
previously raised.
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More worrying than the above is the amount of development in the Rural Shack Settlement Zone that
now could fall within an Accepted or Deemed to Satisfy assessment stream, including within areas in
which the River Murray Floodplain Protection Overlay applies. This includes:


Carport and Verandah up to 40m2 (listed as Accepted Development p. 5220-5221, 5226)
There appears to have been no consideration of the fact there are current policies that limit the
number of structures in shack sites and there is no qualifier to state that it must be only ONE such
structure on the site. The setback to the street (of 5.5m or not closer than the associated
dwelling) is given paramountcy, which would be appropriate in shack sites that do not have a
frontage to the River or a lagoon but by and large, majority do.
This could result in many ancillary structures being constructed between shacks and the River
Murray or the lagoons. This would represent a significant policy change to the current
Development Plan, and it is highlighted that this will create significant issues in shack areas. The
views to the River and lagoons are highly regarded by occupants and protected by suitably robust
planning policy at present, with any structures between shacks and the river channel or lagoon
currently being assessed as ‘non-complying’.
This leaves the potential for many shack owners to be able to construct quite a number of such
structures ‘as of right’ without any consideration of the longer term effects on the additional
stormwater loads being directed to the River Murray and with no consideration of where
stormwater is directed in relation to wastewater systems or CWMS connection points.
Current Development Plan policy does not permit more than one open-sided structure on each
shack site and while that might seem somewhat draconian perhaps a more balanced approach
could refer to total roofed coverage and some requisite stormwater management to prevent
erosion, harm to human health or the environment. Outbuildings are ousted from “Accepted” by
reference to the 1956 flood plain, as are shade sails curiously, despite being less of an impact
than carports and verandahs.
It is suggested that all open-sided structures are ousted from an Accepted Development
assessment stream by reference to being located within the extents of the River Murray 1956
flood level as delineated by the SA Property and Planning Atlas, in a similar manner that applies
to outbuildings.



Water Tank (listed as Accepted Development p. 5226)
This would appear on face value to be reasonable, but again there is no reference to the tank not
being between the associated shack and the River Murray channel or lagoons, and the size
permitted to be “accepted” is a tank up to 30 square metres (m2). A 22.5kL tank on average
occupies less than 10m2 which would appear to be a more reasonable size to be able to occur as
of right in the River Murray Floodplain.
It is considered that it would be more suitable to have water tanks assessed in the Deemed to
Satisfy stream with considerations of meeting specific performance outcomes in the River Murray
Floodplain Protection Overlay relating to size and location relative to the associated shack and the
river channel or lagoon.



Internal Building Work (listed as Accepted Development p. 5221)
With no consideration of the fact there are non-compliant shacks throughout the Zone that do not
have habitable rooms above the flood level (or meeting ground level clearance requirements) and
many with no connection to a wastewater control system or common effluent scheme that
complies with the SA Public Health Act 2011.
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This leaves the potential for existing two storey shacks with habitable ground levels (or ground
level shacks) to add bathrooms and kitchens internally without any consideration of the longer
term effects on the River Murray with additional wastewater loads and systems that will not
adequately protect the river system, especially if they are stretched to capacity.
Current planning policy does not permit any internal building work in the River Murray flood plain
as of right, and that should remain.
Suggestion: Include the River Murray Floodplain Protection Overlay as a mechanism to oust
internal building work from being “Accepted” development, and provide this as only applicable to
elevated dwellings in the Deemed to Satisfy stream with policy called in that limits this to internal
building work that does not affect existing bathrooms and kitchens or provide for additional wet
areas, including kitchens.


Replacement Building (listed as Deemed to Satisfy Development p. 5234) with no applicable
policies of the River Murray Floodplain Protection Overlay called into the assessment in the farright column.
Again, there appears to have been no consideration of the fact there are non-compliant shacks
throughout the Zone that do not have habitable rooms above the flood level and many with no
connection to a wastewater control system or common effluent scheme that complies with the SA
Public Health Act 2011.
This leaves the potential non-compliant shacks to be replaced like for like in circumstances that
would currently be assessed as non-complying in the River Murray Zone where these are not
compliant with current flood protection and waste control measures.
This not only flies in the face of orderly and sustainable development but would appear
contradictory to the objects of the River Murray Act 2003 and the Environment Protection Act 1993
and its Water Quality Policy 2007. It must be remembered that many shacks are ‘of their time’
and replacement like for like will not contribute to improved aesthetic, environmental or public
health outcomes.
Suggestion: Include the River Murray Floodplain Protection Overlay as a mechanism to be called
in with respect to assessment of replacement building development, and strengthen the RMFPO
to ensure that it captures the intent of the current Floodplain Policy Area and Shack Settlement
Policy Area.

Conservation Zone
The Conservation Zone provides policy to guide the built form within the River Murray Channel,
lagoons and other areas subject generally to periodical inundation. This Zone accommodates the
current Floodplain Policy Area and the Conservation Policy Area of the River Murray Zone. Each
Policy Area has a strong focus on flood plain related issues and maintaining a natural riverine
character, but the main difference between the Floodplain Policy Area and Conservation Policy Area,
is that parts of the former contain shack groups, or parts of shack areas and as stated earlier, at least
one caravan park in Mid Murray Council is located partially in this Policy Area.
While each Policy Area is different, one key intent for each is limited built form and retention of a
natural riverine landscape. The fact there are some shack settlements partly or wholly in the
Floodplain Policy Area has necessitated a sub-zone, the Dwelling Subzone within the Code’s
Conservation Zone.
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The River Murray Floodplain Protection Overlay also specifies certain policy with respect to built form
and this affects the whole of the Conservation Zone as it relates to Mid Murray Council.
The boundary between the Shack Settlement Policy Area and the current Floodplain Policy Area in
many instances generally follows the line of the banks of the River Murray. However, this is not
always the case and this can cause some problematic scenarios for the assessment of some minor
types of development. Whereby if the Policy Area boundary is actually within the river channel then
some river structures would actually be within the Shack Settlement Policy Area for example, and the
Policy Area does not speak to this type of development. These issues will remain when the Code
goes live as the boundaries of Zones, generally speaking follow the Development Plan Zone/Policy
Area boundaries.
As there is a significant difference between the planning intent of the Rural Shack Settlement Zone
and the Conservation Zone in the Code, it is recommended that there is an explanatory note to detail
that notwithstanding what could be erroneous mapping. That the line of the Zone boundary follows
the River Murray boundary when there is a shack settlement that has direct abutment to the River and
the mapping appears to ‘loosely’ follow this line.
As stated above, the Conservation Zone includes both the current Floodplain Policy Area and the
Conservation Policy Area in the Development Plan. One in particular, Langs Landing is located
entirely in the Floodplain Policy Area (and thereby transfers to the Code’s Conservation Zone) but for
the most part is well above the 1956 flood level and contains a group of around 35 shack sites, each
tenants in common on a large parcel of land west of the River Murray.
Some other shack groups are partially in the Floodplain Policy Area (i.e. contain dwellings entirely in
this Policy Area), but most shacks are located in designated residential areas within the Shack
Settlement Policy Area.
The Dwelling Subzone deals with dwellings that are located in the Conservation Zone. The
ramifications of the policies in the Code are outlined in the following section.
Dwelling Subzone
Desired Outcome 1 of the Dwelling Subzone considers replacement dwellings and limited new
dwellings that minimise their detrimental impacts on the natural environment et al.
Restricted development classification includes an exemption for a replacement of a lawfully existing
dwelling. It is noted that under the Development Plan policy even a replacement dwelling is noncomplying if the dwelling is not connected to a Community Wastewater Management Scheme
(CWMS), to facilitate improved environmental outcomes on the riverine environment.
Current Development Plan policy also requires the shack to be elevated to avoid a non-complying
assessment process. The River Murray Floodplain Protection Overlay is called in for the assessment
of any dwelling in the Subzone, which deals with the flood clearance requirements, although not with
the strength of current policy.
Without the policy impetus, it is considered many of the dwellings in the Conservation Zone will
continue to contribute to the detrimental effect on River Murray water quality, as well as provide for
ongoing, unacceptable levels of flood risk.
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At the same time, having connection to a Community Wastewater Management System (CWMS) as a
non-complying trigger is a major deterrent for land owners to upgrade to shacks to improve their
environmental outcomes. A CWMS being available to connect to is more often than not, completely
outside of the control of land owners. This is one of the most difficult scenarios that the Council faces
at the coal face of development assessment.
As a more balanced approach, it is considered that a requirement for shack owners to upgrade their
on-site system where a connection to a CWMS is not available and will not be for the foreseeable
future, would be a more pragmatic outcome.
It is therefore considered that rather than having a blanket exemption for replacement dwellings from
a restricted assessment process (as proposed, p. 2111), the ‘test’ should be that the dwelling will be
connected to a wastewater management system that complies with the current SA Public Health Act
2011.
Suggestion: Amend clause (b) to:
“dwelling that will replace an existing lawfully erected dwelling, or a dwelling constructed prior
to planning controls, and that the new dwelling is (or is to be) connected to a wastewater
management system that complies with the SA Public Health Act 2011 at completion.”
The other key thing to note about the above is the removal of the requirement for the dwelling to be a
detached dwelling, as many dwellings in shack areas are on lease sites and in the case, for example
of Langs Landing shack area, these are all tenants in common. There are no defined lease site
boundaries as such. The dwellings cannot be, by definition, detached dwellings.
Performance Outcome 8.1 considers hazard risk minimisation with the wording:
P.O. 8.1 Habitable buildings are designed and sited to manage the risks of natural hazards on
personal and public safety and property.
There is no DTS/DPF criteria associated with meeting the above PO. It is understood that floor levels
of buildings where these are located in the River Murray Floodplain Protection Overlay will have the
policy from that called in when new ‘replacement’ dwellings are proposed.
Replacement building is not listed as “Deemed to Satisfy” within the Dwelling Subzone where the
RMFPO applies, which is supported. It is very important that, at the least, replacement dwellings in
the Dwelling Subzone are performance assessed and relevant POs with respect to flood clearance,
environmental outcomes and the like are strong considerations in the assessment, as they are at
present. A more robust River Murray Floodplain Protection Overlay appears to be the logical
approach to tackle the very specific issues related to the River Murray Valley environment. This is
outlined in the following section.
River Murray Flood Plain Protection Overlay
The River Murray Floodplain Protection Overlay (RMFPO) applies to development that is generally
within the current River Murray Zone and within either the 1956 flood level, or within the Rural Shack
Settlement Zone (irrespective of whether the area is wholly within the 1956 level) and the
Conservation Zone, which contains the River Murray channel, lagoons, and low lying areas of land in
the current Floodplain Policy Area.
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The RMFPO has some policy with respect to flood clearance, development being unobtrusive when
viewed from the River and public roads, visual appearance of buildings, modifications to the land form
and riverbanks, and maximum number of habitable floors like the current Development Plan. This is,
however, significantly weaker than current policy and many types of development that would currently
be assessed as non-complying will be ‘performance assessed’ against the Code, leaving avenues of
appeal open for what could be inappropriate development in the floodplain.
River Views
The River Murray Flood Plain Protection Overlay provides more specific policy for the shack areas
along the River Murray. In the previous submission, it was highlighted that the performance
outcomes do not adequately protect river views and the general amenity of the shack areas. The
deemed to satisfy criteria of Performance Outcome 4.1 requires a 50 metre setback from the river as
follows:
Performance Outcome 4.1 of the River Murray Flood Plain Protection overlay states the following:
Buildings and structures are sited and designed to be unobtrusive when viewed from the River
Murray and nearby public roads.
The associated DTS and DPF criteria for building and structures is as follows:
a) do not exceed one building level in height (excluding elevation to minimise the potential for
personal or property damage as a result of a flood)
b) have no floor level elevated 2.5m or more above ground level
c) are not closer than 50m to the waterfront
d) have associated electricity and telecommunications lines installed underground
e) in relation to outbuildings and agricultural buildings clad in sheet metal - are pre-colour
treated or painted in a non-reflective colour.
A 50 metre setback is not achievable in many cases as not all allotments or lease sites in the shack
areas are separated by Crown land and many do not have a depth of 50 metres. It is highly
recommended that additional policy is implemented to establish an appropriate setback from the river
to avoid obstruction of views. As highlighted in the initial submission during the first phase of
consultation, a 50 metre setback requirement from the river is not sufficient to achieve the intent of
Performance Outcome 4.1.
The assessment criteria in the current Mid Murray Council Development Plan requires new or
replacement dwellings to align with neighbouring dwellings to avoid obstruction of river views. To
avoid the non-complying process and be assessed as an ‘on merit’ assessment, a verandah or deck
of a new or replacement dwelling must not protrude 3 metres beyond a ‘notional principal façade line’
which is measured between the two closest dwellings as per Principle of Development Control (PDC)
8 of the Shack Settlement Policy Area.
As recommended in the initial submission, it is suggested that a Performance Outcome is added to
the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay specifying the façade of dwellings fronting the river are sited so
as to not obstruct views. One way of measuring this Performance Outcome is to ensure dwellings are
not sited further toward the river than the two closest dwellings. While the Performance Outcome is
important it is also noted that there are current frustrations of planning staff and applicants alike where
there is clearly little impact in the dwelling being located forward of the notional principal façade line
(per PDC 8) and that triggering a non-complying assessment pathway. For example, where there
may be many metres between shacks and there is no consistent setback line, or where the dwelling is
replacing an existing shack in more or less the same position but that happens to be forward of
adjacent shacks with respect to the River.
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The setback with respect to built form in relation to the river channel has not been carried over as a
trigger for a ‘restricted’ assessment pathway in the Code. This is supported for the above reasons.
Clearance Levels and Flood Requirements
Incorporating specific building requirements to lessen the impact of flood waters on buildings is
crucial. Since the original draft of the Planning and Design Code, policy guidelines have been
incorporated to include minimum clearance levels for dwellings.
Performance Outcome 5.1 of the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay states the following:
Habitable and other valuable buildings that may be adversely affected by floodwaters and
fluctuating pool levels are elevated to protect property from damage.
Although the inclusion of the above criteria is an improvement of the original version, there is still
room for improvement to provide greater clarity in how to specially apply the provision. The minimum
finished ground and floor levels for dwellings associated with this Performance Outcome are included
in a table with no reference to specific areas where they apply. When reviewing the Code in paper
form, it is not possible to spatially apply these minimum finished floor levels.
In the original submission, it was suggested that the floor area for wet areas increase from 10 square
metres to 15 square metres. DPF 5.3 requires the undercroft of dwellings to be fully open or satisfy
certain requirements if located within the 1956 flood plain as stated below:
Dwellings and dwelling additions or alterations do not impede floodwaters and fluctuating pool
levels.
Dwellings and additions or alterations to dwellings satisfy (a) or (b):
(a)
(b)

are located outside the 1956 River Murray Flood Plain
are elevated and the undercroft area:
i.
is wholly open (there are no enclosures)
or
ii.
incorporates an enclosure within the undercroft in accordance with all the following:
A. there are no habitable rooms
B. each enclosed space is formed by roller doors, removable panels or other
measures that can be easily opened or removed during times of flood
C. the total combined enclosed area does not or will not exceed 15m2

Clause B and C stated above requires further clarification. Clause B allows for multiple enclosed
spaces by referring to ‘each’ enclosed space. Further, Clause C limits the total enclosed area to 15
square metres and does not reference wet areas or general storage areas. When implementing this
criteria, the total floor area limit will not allow for a wet area and an enclosed storage area.
A maximum enclosed floor area limit for undercroft storage areas is recommended to reduce flood
risk and to reduce the visual mass of dwellings. Currently the Development Plan provisions permit up
to 54 square metres of underfloor storage enclosed using a combination of roller doors and/or
removable flood panels with dimensions not greater than 3m x 2.7m. Similar policy should be carried
over, and as per the previous discussion, any dwelling (or dwelling addition/alteration) which proposes
(or retains, where existing underfloor storage offends this provision) a greater amount of enclosed
area should be a trigger for a ‘restricted’ assessment pathway.
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In addition, it should be clearly specified that Performance Outcome that reflects the planning intent
behind this in, maintaining visually permeable built form character in the flood plain with views to the
River from the roads to shack areas, and providing for the minimising of potential obstruction to
natural flood paths in a high river event.
Furthermore, it should be that existing flood clearance requirements that currently trigger a noncomplying assessment pathway are carried over as a trigger for a ‘restricted’ assessment pathway in
the Code.
It is suggested at the very least, that any new dwelling with a floor level not higher than 2.3m above
the existing natural ground level at the lowest point should be ‘restricted’ in the River Murray
Floodplain Protection Area Overlay. This suggestion is made in order to protect the integrity and
intent of the significant amount of policy that surrounds flood protection in the current River Murray
Zone, Shack Settlement Policy Area and Floodplain Policy Area.
Retaining Walls
The current Mid Murray Council Development Plan only contemplates retaining walls in specific
situations where it is a replacement of an existing wall, is essential for safe access of a public space,
is essential for the retention of native vegetation or is essential in protecting a dwelling. The current
policy seeks to protect the natural riverbank and minimise the modification of its form.
The relevant provisions for retaining walls are within the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay.
Performance Outcome 4.4 states the following:
PO 4.4 Limited use of retaining walls in the 1956 River Murray Flood Plain and in highly visible
locations that can be viewed from public roads or the main channel of the River Murray to
maintain the natural amenity and character along the river.
The performance criteria related to Performance Outcome 4.4 largely reflects the current policy within
the Mid Murray Council Development Plan which limits retaining walls to replacements of existing
structures or where essential for the stabilisation of the bank to protect native vegetation and
dwellings.
The Planning and Design Code does not provide guidance on the more appropriate methods to retain
the riverbank and prevent further erosion from occurring. It is suggested that additional performance
outcomes are included in the RMFPO to ensure minimal modification of the bank will occur, BUT
where it does, that it is done so in a more sensitive manner that provides for a more natural visual
character. Retaining walls should be described in the policy as a last resort and only appropriate in
areas that are already highly modified, such as within Brenda Park and Scotts Creek shack groups.
Preferred methods of erosion prevention include the plantation of reeds and other riparian vegetation,
a combination of geo-textile material and sandbagging, or soft rock walls with vegetation to grow in
between.
The protection of existing riparian vegetation should be prioritised to ensure as much as the natural
riverbank is preserved as possible. The Planning and Design Code does not currently mention
riparian vegetation or prioritise its retention. There is strong Development Plan policy surrounding the
protection of riverbank vegetation, so it is recommended that Performance Outcomes are included to
prevent existing riparian vegetation from being removed.
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In the current version of the draft Planning and Design Code retaining walls are performance
assessed in the Rural Shack Settlement Zone and Conservation Zone. It is recommended that
retaining walls are classified as restricted development unless associated with a dwelling in a
designated shack area within the Rural Shack Settlement Zone.
River Structures
The majority of the design requirements for jetties and pontoons have been transferred to the
Planning and Design Code. The relevant provisions for river structures are within the River Murray
Flood Plain Overlay.
It is suggested that river structures are defined in the Code to provide clarity. River structures are
defined within the current Mid Murray Council Development Plan.
Furthermore, it needs to be reinforced in the RMFPO or Conservation Zone policy that river structures
are limited to one per associated dwelling where these are located in appropriate Zones.
Rural Zone and Non-agricultural Industry/Solar Farms
The current Mid Murray Council Development Plan has a Rural Zone with five different policy areas
and a Primary Production Policy Area within the Rural Zone to be merged into the new Code Rural
Zone. There are Code Zones that also speak specifically to rural type activities but also
complementary industry and solar farms, such as the Remote Areas Zone and the Rural Intensive
Enterprise (RIE) Zone, the latter of which encapsulates the current Mid Murray Enterprise Zone,
which is towards the far north-western corner of the Council region.
Unfortunately, the RIE Zone does not specifically consider solar farms as an appropriate
development. Council has had increasing enquiries regarding the establishment of solar farms in the
Council region. It appears that they would be appropriate within this Zone, which contains sparsely
populated generally non-arable land. In order to ensure the Zone can accommodate solar farms it
may be needed to bring the Zone boundary south to be closer to a high voltage grid connection,
closer to Mount Mary. It is important the southern boundary of the Zone is still sufficiently far away to
still maintain adequate separation distances as required for certain envisaged uses in the Zone. The
below map provides some potential guidance for future Code changes if these are not within the
scope of the current transition.
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Figure 6: Map showing current Rural Zone north of Mount Mary

Generally speaking, one would expect to find solar farms in Rural type zones over any other. The
lack of specific policy around solar farms means that there is not robust guidance as to where they
might be appropriate in the Rural Zone and where they are not. Currently, in the Rural Zone the only
ground mounted facilities contemplated are generally of a domestic scale (up to 30kW), essentially
supporting the dwelling or manager's residence on the land. There is also a lot of policy in the
Development Plan that speaks to wind farms that appears to have been lost in the Code.
Other than renewable energy facilities not fragmenting or displacing existing primary production areas
(p. 255), there is nothing obvious in the Zone that specifically deals with the most appropriate
locations in the Zone for these facilities, separation distances to sensitive uses or screening. It poses
a potential issue for land that has historically been used for primary production, where that use has
ceased but could be revived, could ultimately end up with a solar farm or other renewable energy
facility where perhaps the land might better be protected for an alternative primary production
purpose.
Where there is not a viable primary production purpose for any given land, solar farms should be
contemplated in the Rural Zone, either by separate Performance Outcomes with relevant Deemed
Performance Features or by inclusion of more specific policy in PO 9.1 of the Rural Zone.
PO 9.2 considers small scale ground mounted solar facilities that support rural production but not
standalone solar farms. There is no policy intent within this PO to assess solar farms.
For certain types of agricultural industry to be viable it may need more sustainable and cost-effective
on-site power generation, or potentially off site, within an adjacent parcel that contains less arable
land. While 5mW systems as roof mounted are contemplated as "Deemed to Satisfy" in both the
Rural Zone and the RIE Zone, there is no consideration for ground mounted systems of equ ivalent
capacity. It is not normally the case that agricultural industry would have sufficient roof capacity on
buildings to accommodate a 5mW solar system.
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Where land is not arable and has no viable primary production purpose the need for more flexible
policy to not only accommodate renewable energy facilities but a range of industries that may not
specifically be related to agriculture seems to be logical. While removing these from a non-complying
equivalent assessment pathway is one step, there should ideally be Performance Outcomes that
speak to non-agricultural uses in the Rural Zone in terms of where they are best located and how they
should be undertaken to minimise fragmentation or potential displacement of valuable primary
production and allied uses, together with having separation distances to non-associated dwellings as
prescribed by the Environment Protection Act.
Another issue that needs to be resolved is where it is appropriate to locate frost fans. These are
generally required for irrigated horticulture including viticulture for periods of high frost, generally
lasting two or three months from late July to early October. Council is seeing an increase in the
number of applications for frost fans in its irrigated horticulture areas as well as towards the edge of
the Barossa Valley, where there are vineyards.
Frost fans are the most effective manner to alleviate the impact of frost on valuable produce, and
there must be policy that specifically refers to appropriate separation distances to non-associated
dwellings and having vegetation buffers or natural topographical buffers that provide Performance
Outcomes that not only serve to facilitate viable primary production, but maintain an adequate level of
amenity for non-associated dwellings in the Rural Zone. The priority of course should be that viable
primary production have paramountcy over the kind of residential amenity that might be expected in a
Neighbourhood, Rural Living or Township Zone, as is reinforced in numerous cases that have gone
before the Environment, Resources and Development Court, but there must also be a balance to
ensure noise and visual intrusiveness is consistent with what is reasonable and expected in a rural
context.
The only mention of frost fans in the whole Code is on page 848, insofar as these being excluded
from the definition of an agricultural building.
It is presumed that policy within the General Policy modules would need to be relied upon with
respect to many aspects of the assessment of renewable energy and non-agricultural facilities as well
as frost fans, but these does not appear to be too specific and will be able to be argued easily either
way and elevate the propensity for appeals on such matters.
Neighbourhood Zones and Rural Living/Neighbourhood Zones
At the Strategic Planning and Development Policy Committee Meeting held on 17 August 2020, the
new suite of Neighbourhood Zones introduced into the Code were discussed. The maps provided by
DPTI at the time showed how these would apply spatially in particular areas, with Mannum being the
most relevant town.
In the initial version of the Code as consulted late 2019, the majority of residentially zoned land in
Mannum was to be transferred to a much more development-intensive General Neighbourhood Zone,
which contemplates a range of development types not currently seen, or at least common or
anticipated by current planning policy, in Mannum.
The majority of the residentially zoned areas in Mannum were then proposed to be shifted to the
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, with Technical and Numeric Variations (TNVs) to apply with respect
to things such as site area, frontage, building height and site cover. While the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone in the initial version of the Code was considered to be the most appropriate
choice for much of Mannum, the escarpment areas currently contained in the Residential Escarpment
Zone appear to be more appropriately located in the Hills Neighbourhood Zone.
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At the time of the release of the updated maps the policy behind the new Zones was not released so
Council could only speculate on what might be contained in the relevant new Zones.
Council has now been provided with a current version of the Code maps that are to an appropriate
scale that depicts in detail the new areas in the Suburban Neighbourhood (SuN), Waterfront
Neighbourhood (WaN) and Established Neighbourhood (EsN) Zones. Of the six current residential
zones and policy areas, five are proposed to be transferred into different Zones to what were
originally consulted upon during the Code Phase 3 Consultation phase . This is reflected in Table 1 as
follows:
TABLE 1: MANNUM - Proposed Zone Transition (DPTI - 5 August 2020)
Dev Plan Zone

Dev Plan
Policy Area

P&D Code Consultation

Proposed P&D
Code w/ new
Framework

General
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Waterfront
Neighbourhood

General
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

General
Neighbourhood

Waterfront
Neighbourhood

Residential
Character

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

Residential
Escarpment

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Residential

Residential

Residential
(Marina)
Residential
(Marina)

Policy Area 5 Residential Floodplain

I
Waterfront
Policy Area 22

The new "Neighbourhood Zones" suite of maps were released in August to Councils and this included
Desired Outcomes and a brief overview of the policy intent behind each new Zone. The new Zones
included the Rural Living (RuL) Zone (as it was in the original consultation phase) and a Rural
Neighbourhood (RuN) Zone, replacing what was consulted as "Residential Neighbourhood Zone".
The difference between the RuL and RuN Zones principally relates to site area minimums being over
4000m2 for the Rural Zone and between 1200m2 and 4000m2 for the Rural Neighbourhood Zone.
Transitioning Council Rural Zones across to the new RuL and RuN Zones is in principal, supported.
There are some areas that Council has identified for future growth and it is expected that future Code
amendments will need to have the necessary investigations to support an intensification of the
division pattern in those areas.
It is noted that existing Development Plan policy with respect to site areas and frontages (which vary
depending on the part of the Rural Living Zone applicable currently) is carried over as "Technical and
Numeric Variations" (TNVs) for those parts of the current Development Plan Rural Living Zone that
have site areas between 1200m 2 and 4000m 2 .
Similarly TNVs are used in the various Neighbourhood Zones in Mannum to carry over Development
Plan policy with respect to site area, frontages, front and side setbacks and building height but rear
setbacks, secondary street frontages and site coverage are specified by the Code .
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However, in some Zones, maximum building height is established in Code policy WITHOUT a TNV
capability built into the relevant Zone relating to the specific element. This means that policy within
areas where single storey limits apply presently could be eroded. A detailed comparison between
existing Development Plan Policy and draft Code policy is contained in Table 2.
The effect of this for Mid Murray Council is that parts of Mannum will potentially see a change to
development patterns with respect to:




Increases in site coverage;
Reduced front, side and rear setbacks; as well as
Two storey development in the areas currently in the Residential Escarpment Zone, where only
single storey development, or ‘stepped’ dwellings following the contour are envisaged.

Overall, the above issues appear to amount to an unintended ‘intensification’ of built form that was not
supposed to occur as part of what has been dubbed previously by the Department of Planning,
Transport & Infrastructure as a “policy neutral” transition.
Residential Marina Area above 1956 Flood Plain to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
The current Residential Marina Zone incorporates land in the Mannum Waters development elevated
above the 1956 flood plain and not at the waterfront and therefore policy relating to close proximity to
the River Murray is not so relevant in this case. On face value, the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
(SuN) would appear to capture the existing policy content of the Development Plan in this area
appropriately, save for the variation to side and rear setbacks and secondary street setbacks, as
opposed to the Waterfront Neighbourhood (WaN) Zone.
However, it is noted that the SuN Zone includes minimum site areas, and that they may be carried
over from the Development Plan policy as TNVs. However, there is not a stated minimum in the
Residential Marina Zone (which is to be included in the SuN Zone) as no further land division is
anticipated. To ensure this policy is not lost, there are two possible options:



Suggest a minimum site area as a TNV to apply which is as large as the largest allotment in
Mannum Waters (for example, 1000m2); or
Suggest that land division (other than certain types of boundary realignment or for the purposes of
road reserve) is to be “impact assessed” in this particular part of the SuN Zone to carry over the
effect of the existing ‘non-complying’ classification (which may not be possible).

While it is considered that the proposed changes to the Zones in Mannum are, for the most part,
appropriate for the specific context of the relevant areas affected, the above changes to policy raise
potential areas of concern.
The consequence of introducing the Waterfront Neighbourhood (WaN) Zone remains unknown as
there is a lot of policy ‘to be confirmed’ contained in the Overview - Draft Neighbourhood Zones –
Phase 3 Code) in Appendix A. Having individual policy tailor-made for waterfront areas is, in principle
considered appropriate, including policy that acknowledges the dual frontages that the affected
properties have, including by their very nature, garaging at the street that may ordinarily offend
standard residential policy provisions.
The introduction of the WaN Zone to apply to the residential areas of Mannum with specific flood
protection policy and stormwater and wastewater management requirements relevant to the River
Murray floodplain proximity appears to be a logical approach to deal with these particular issues.
However, Council will need to affirm a strong position that the policy intent of as much Development
Plan policy as possible in these areas be transferred across into this Zone.
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Residential Escarpment Area to Hills Neighbourhood Zone
The current version of the Code depicts the current Residential Escarpment Zone being transferred to
the SuN Zone.
The Hills Neighbourhood Zone arose principally from significant and very strong responses during
consultation from a number of Metropolitan Adelaide Councils with respect the original Code zoning
for the areas between the flatter areas and foothills or Hills Face of the Adelaide Hills being subjected
to generic planning policy in the General Neighbourhood Zone and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone,
not reflective of the undulating nature of these areas, built form in relation to existing contour and
spatial separation required between dwellings as a result.
The Hills Neighbourhood Zone has been generated on the above premise, but the summary of its
policy content contained in the Draft Neighbourhood Zones Overview – Phase 3 (Appendix A) would
appear more closely aligned to the current Development Plan Policy in the Residential Escarpment
Zone, rather than the SuN Zone.
As discussed earlier, there are areas of concern that arise from permitting development forms
envisaged in the SuN Zone, to occur within the escarpment areas of Mannum, that form an important,
picturesque backdrop to the River Murray. A summary of the three key policy aspects and how they
relate to each of the current Development Plan residential areas of Mannum and the corresponding
areas under the new Code is shown Table 2.
Residential Character Area to Established Neighbourhood Zone
The Established Neighbourhood Zone has been introduced to include specific policy that caters for
areas of higher integrity, consistent, established built form character, and in Mannum encompasses
the current Residential Character Zone. There are additional TNV capabilities built into this Zone,
meaning that existing Development Plan policy is able to be transferred across into the Zone more
readily, than would be the case for the SuN Zone. This appears to have been adopted in the Code.
Overall, this appears to be a positive policy direction, and it is important to distinguish those areas by
way of Zone difference, where they are within such an area. This will not only be beneficial in terms
of planning policy, but more readily referenced on property searches for purchasers, given greater
transparency to the development expectations in such an area.
The Code policy appears to carry over the existing planning controls with respect to subdivision
pattern, allotment size and frontage minima and building height maxima as Technical and Numeric
Variations (TNVs). As such the policy embedded in the Established Neighbourhood Zone generally
follows the spirit and intent of the Residential Character Zone and this is supported.
Residential Marina Zone (below 1956 Flood Plain) and Residential Zone (Floodplain Policy
Area 5) to Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone
The Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone has not adopted the very strict flood control measures and
requirement for new dwellings to connect to the mains sewer that is embedded in current
Development Plan policy, nor much of the specific design content that applies in particular within the
Floodplain Policy Area at present. A reduction in the total height of dwellings to 7m has been noted in
the WaN Zone, and while this seems on face value to be a positive, this may actually cause
unintended consequences with respect to flood clearance due to minimum floor to ceiling heights and
floor depths. It is considered that revising this to 8m could be appropriate if the current 7.5m
maximum cannot be carried over as a TNV.
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Furthermore, serious concerns are raised with the potential erosion of the current policy with respect
to land division in both of the above Development Plan Zones through transfer to the WaN Zone.
Having policy that contemplates a range of dwelling types that are not seen nor contemplated in these
areas lends support to an argument for land division creating new allotments in the 1956 floodplain in
Mannum. The robust flood protection policy and requirement to limit the amount of building work,
including underfloor areas being limited to 54m2 and only enclosed with roller doors and flood panels
has been omitted in the current WaN Zone policy.
It appears that development in the Waterfront Neighbourhood (WaN ) Zone does not call in the
relevant policies in the RMFPO, which are applicable in other residential areas that face the River
Murray throughout Council. This appears to be an oversight and it is strongly advised that this
overlay is called in with any new development proposed in the current Residential Zone (Floodplain
Policy Area 5) as well as Residential Marina Zone below 5.3 AH O to provide some degree of control
w ithin this area to address flood risk as well as public health waste control related issues.
TABLE 2: MANNUM - Comparison between DP and Code Policy
Zone

Minimum Frontage
/ Site Depth

Building Heights /
Front Setback

800m2 ;

18m frontage;

40% cover

No minimum depth

Single storey I Sm
maximum ;

Minimum Site Area / Site
Cover

(Current)

Residential
Escarpment

I
Residential
Character

6m or average of
adjacent

I
600m2 or

15m/25m (detached)

420m2 (row or semi-detached);

9m/25m (row or semidetached)

45% cover
20m/30m (group or
residential flat building)
Residential

450m2 (detached or group)

15m/25m (detached)

350m2 (semi-D)

9m/25m (semi-detached
dwelling)

300m2 (row & 1 storey res flat)

Single storey / Sm
maximum ;
6m or average of
adjacent

Two storey/ 9m
maximum ;
6m setback

8m/25m (row dwelling)
200m2 (2 storey residential flat)

50% cover
Residential

No further division

(Floodplain Policy
Area 5)

50% cover

20ml No min depth
(group or residential flat
building)

New allotments not
anticipated other than
for creating recreation
area facing the River
Murray or essential
public purpose

Two storey/ 7.Sm
maximum but underfloor
only enclosed (max
54m 2) with roller doors /
flood panels and max
10m2 enclosed for a wet
area;
Not closer to the
waterfront than adjacent
dwellings
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Zone
(Current)
Residential
Marina

Minimum Site Area / Site
Cover

-

No further division

--

Building Heights /
Front Setback

No further division

Two storey;
Sm to ground level,
S.Sm to upper level and
garages

I

I
Zone
(Proposed)

Minimum Site Area / Site
Cover

Suburban
N'hood

TNV applies for site area
SO% site cover

Minimum Frontage
/ Site Depth

Building Heights /
Front Setback

T NV applies for
frontage

TNV displayed in
"height' column but no
indication of height TNV
capability for SuN

No policy for site
depth

I
Hills N'hood

Minimum Frontage /
Site Depth

TNV applies
800m 2 (detached)
420m 2 (other)

TNV applies for
frontage
No policy for site
depth

TNV applies to height,
8m or avg of adjacent
front setback

4S% site cover
TNV applies for site area

Established
N'hood

600m 21 ( detached)
420m 21 (other)
SO% site cover

TNV 9m height max
Average front setback
of adj . buildings

1Sm detached I 9m
other
No policy for site
depth

I
Waterfront
N'hood Zone

T NV applies for
frontage to match
existing Res Character

TNV applies for site area
same as current
Residential Zone (no limit
to land division)
80% for sites < 300m 2 and
having dual frontage to a
waterfront and public
street, else 60%

1Sm (detached)
9m (semi-detached
dwelling)
8m (row dwelling)

7m overall height
maximum ;
Sm setback or average
of adjoining buildings
(whichever is less)

20m (group or residential
flat building )
•no min site depths in Code

Mannum Summary
Council has now been able to review the new Code policy that accompanies the mapping relating to
the new Neighbourhood Zones, not available in August when the mapping for new Zones was
released . Overall, the introduction of new Neighbourhood Zones to cater for specific areas that
command more robust policy directed at particular issues is welcomed .
The proposed changes to the Zones in Mannum, for the specific context of the relevant areas
affected , appear generally appropriate, with the potential exception of the transition of the Residential
Escarpment Zone into SuN Zone.
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Naturally, SuN was a better option at the time of the original consultation compared to the General
Neighbourhood Zone, but now that a Hills Neighbourhood Zone is available, whether or not the land is
in Adelaide, similar issues arise with undulating and scenic areas, and it is important that the
escarpment areas of Mannum remain protected with appropriate planning policy. Therefore, as an
alternative, including this area in the Hills Neighbourhood Zone would seem log ical.
The Residential Marina Zone presently incorporates land in the Mannum Waters development not at
the waterfront and therefore policy relevant to close proximity to the River Murray is not so relevant in
this case. Therefore, the SuN Zone would appear to capture the existing policy content of the
Development Plan in this area appropriately for the most part, however specific policy relating to land
division will be required to capture the current Development Plan policy and prevent the undermining
of the master-planning that took place with this development. Furthermore, any land division within
the 1956 flood plain or within 100m of the normal pool level is currently non-complying, and this policy
positon must be reinforced in all areas that are affected by proposed Zone changes.
While a Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone, in principle, to deal with development at the water's edge in
Mannum is considered to be a positive step, there appears to be substantial policy gaps that are not
necessarily filled with relevant overlays.
The Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone should either have specific Performance Outcomes as well as
"restricted" development triggers that relate to land division, flood clearance and public health
outcomes, or these matters should be resolved by ensuring the RMFPO is called in with respect to
any form of development proposed in these areas.
For Mannum, it is recommended that the following Zones (T able 3) be amended based on the
previous discussion, subject to changes to SuN to deal specifically w ith preventing further infill land
division in Mannum Waters, as well as similar policy to prevent further land division in the other parts
of the water front of Mannum currently in Floodplain or Waterfront Policy Areas.
TABLE 3: MANNUM - Proposed Zone Transition (Possible Alternative)
Dev Plan Zone

P&D Code Consultation

Proposed P&D Code w/
new Framework

General
Neighbourhood

Suburban Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Waterfront
Neighbourhood*

General
Neighbourhood

Suburban Neighbourhood*

General
Neighbourhood

Waterfront
Neighbourhood*

Residential
Character

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Established
Neighbourhood

Residential
Escarpment

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Hills Neighbourhood

Residential

Dev Plan
Policy Area

I

Residential

Residential
(Marina)
Residential
(Marina)

Policy Area 5 Residential Floodplain

I
Waterfront
Policy Area 22
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The asterisk in each of the referred scenarios in the previous table indicates there are significant
areas of concern that should ideally be addressed with additional Performance Outcomes or restricted
development triggers that seek to address the relevant planning intent of each Development Plan
Zone or Policy Area that is being replaced. However, in principle the Zone proposed is supported and
Council looks forward to having future positive discussions around how best to assist the Commission
in resolving Code policy gaps or anomalies.
Council commends the Department on the re-release of the Planning and Design Code for community
consultation and appreciate the amount of work it has taken to reach this point. Council urges the
Department to strongly consider the amendments and suggestions raised above to ensure the intent
of Council’s previous planning policy is not diminished, particularly as it relates to development along
the River Murray Corridor.
Council would welcome the opportunity to discuss our submission in further detail if required.
Should you require any further information or clarification please contact Council’s Director –
Development & Environmental Services, Jake McVicar, at the Cambrai office on 8564 6020 or via
email at
@mid-murray.sa.gov.au.
Yours faithfully,

David Burgess
MAYOR

Enc.
Appendix A
Appendix B

Agenda and Minutes from 17 August 2020 Committee Meeting
Comparison Table

Appendix A
6.

Reports From Officers

6.1

Development and Environmental Services
6.1.1

State Government Planning Reform Update – Draft Phase 3 Code Mapping

Moved Cr Hall
511/1 That
(1)

The report titled ‘State Government Planning Reform Update – Draft Phase 3 Code
Mapping’ be received and noted; and

(2)

The Committee recommends to Council that it:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

(h)

7.

Seconded Cr Hennessy

Indicate support in principle for the introduction of the Established
Neighbourhood Zone to cater for the area currently within the Residential
Character Zone;
Indicate support for the area within “Mannum Waters” elevated above the
1956 floodplain be introduced into the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone,
subject to policy being implemented that restricts future infill land division;
Indicate support generally for the introduction of the Waterfront
Neighbourhood Zone over those parts of the residential areas in Mannum
currently with relevant Policy Areas and waterfront locations, but highlight, as
above the need to restrict further land division in areas within 100m of the
normal pool level of the River Murray or within the 1956 Floodplain;
Suggest potential Zone changes to incorporate the new Hills Neighbourhood
Zone over part of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone currently containing
the Residential Escarpment Zone in Mannum;
Suggest that the Caloote Rural Settlement Zone (as envisaged in the current
version of the Code) may be better located in the Rural Neighbourhood
Zone;
Indicate a general Council policy position with respect to the new Zones as
they relate to the region and its future Strategic Plan, with options for parts of
the Rural Zone and River Murray Zone in future to be transferred to Rural
Living or Rural Neighbourhood Zones, in Caloote and Keyneton as per the
suite of maps contained in Attachment 6.1.1(B) of this report;
Suggest that part of the current Rural Living Zone in Palmer, be transferred to
the Rural Neighbourhood Zone, without carrying over the existing site area
minimum of 3000m2 as a Technical and Numeric Variation, but adopt the
standard minimum of the new Zone; and
Support the rationalisation of the current planning policy in the rural living
areas in Truro, into the Code Rural Living Zone, and Rural Neighbourhood
Zone as proposed.
CARRIED

Other Business
Walker Avenue, Mannum DPA
The Director – Development & Environmental Services provided members with an update
on the Walker Avenue, Mannum DPA.

8.

Confidential Reports
Nil.
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Appendix A

6.

Reports From Officers

6.1

Development and Environmental Services
6.1.1

State Government Planning Reform Update – Draft Phase 3 Code Mapping
Reporting Officer:

Andrew Cronin

Position:

Senior Development Officer – Planning

REPORT PURPOSE
As members would be aware, the SA planning system is in the process of going
through whole scale reform, with the repeal of the Development Act 1993 and
Development Regulations 2008 and implementation of the Planning, Development
& Infrastructure Act 2016 with a series of Regulations thereunder. A State-based
Planning and Design Code (‘the Code’) established under the above legislation
replaces existing Development Plans, as reported at the Committee meetings
dated 19 August 2019 and 18 November 2019.
Mid Murray Council is within the “Phase 3” group of Councils as part of the third
and final rollout of the new legislation and implementation of the Planning and
Design Code. Previous Council comments on the proposed changes to the
planning system during the consultation phase are provided as a background in
Attachment 6.1.1(C).
The Department for Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) recently updated
Phase 3 Councils with a series of Maps (Refer Attachment 6.1.1(A)) to delineate
new Zones and sub-Zones following previous consultation to apply across the
respective Council regions, and transfer some areas into other Code Zones already
proposed.
The introduction of a series of new Zones under the umbrella of “Neighbourhood”
Zones is primary the reason for the update to Code Maps. Most of these Zones are
not specifically relevant to the Council region, but the change from Rural Living
Zone and Residential Neighbourhood Zone (as consulted upon originally) to Rural
Living Zone and Rural Neighbourhood Zone is relevant, as is the introduction of the
Established Neighbourhood and Waterfront Neighbourhood Zones. The policy
content of the new Zones not previously consulted upon remains mostly unknown
at this stage but it is understood that the transfer from Residential Neighbourhood
to Rural neighbourhood is, by and large, a name change to the Zone rather than
policy change. All of this is however, yet to be fully confirmed.
There is also a major policy change that arises from Council comments on the
original consultation (contained in Attachment 6.1.1(C)) of the Code with
transferring the bulk of the current residentially zoned areas in Mannum to a
Suburban Neighbourhood (SuN) Zone, Established Neighbourhood or Waterfront
Neighbourhood Zone depending on current zoning.
Removal of the generic General Neighbourhood Zone, which applies for a
substantial part of metropolitan Adelaide, from the Council region is a major part of
the above policy changes as clearly the very small site areas and dense forms of
development permissible in that Zone are not generally appropriate for most of
Mannum and this position was made clear in Council’s original submission.
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The principal purpose of the report is to:
•
•

•
•

•
•

Endorse the aforementioned policy changes in Mannum; and/or
Suggest potential Zone changes to incorporate the new Hills Neighbourhood
Zone over part of the SuN Zone currently containing the Residential
Escarpment Zone, but indicate a desire for review of the policy of the Hills
Neighbourhood Zone and suggest that where there are differences in
permitted forms/height of development, Council Development Plan policy be
carried over as Technical and Numeric Variations (TNVs) where possible;
and/or
Suggest TNVs or other policy mechanisms be applied in the Waterfront
Neighbourhood and that part of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
comprising “Mannum Waters” to preclude further division of land;
Highlight that the new “Established Neighbourhood Zone”, which caters for
areas specifically with a higher integrity of built form character, is in principle,
suitable for the area currently containing the Residential Character Zone, but
the new Code policy needs to be provided for review to ensure local issues
are appropriately captured;
Highlight the opportunity for potential further changes to Zone boundaries or
removal of TNVs in certain areas arising from the latest update from DPTI;
and/or
Indicate a general Council policy position with respect to the new Zones as
they relate to the region and its future Strategic Plan, with options for parts of
the Rural Zone and River Murray Zone to be transferred to RuL or RuN Zones in
future iterations of the Code.

As indicated earlier, the full policy content of the Hills Neighbourhood Zone and
Established Neighbourhood Zone (which is to encompass part of the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone originally consulted upon containing the existing Residential
Character Zone) is not available in the previously consulted version of the Code,
and as yet has not been released for ‘verification’. Therefore the impact of the
policy changes cannot be fully understood at this stage.

DISCUSSION
Most regional Councils have recently gone live with Stage 2 of the Code
implementation and any new applications are now assessed under the new system
in those areas. Mid Murray Council, as well as other regional Councils with major
population centres, together with Metropolitan Adelaide are scheduled to be
transferred across in Phase 3, which at this point, is envisaged to occur late this
year. An announcement of the timing of the Phase 3 implementation is expected
within the next 2 weeks, and it is expected this is still to occur later this year.
Mid Murray Council’s proposed mapping is provided in Attachment 6.1.1(A)
showing the majority of the Council Region on one map, while extracts from the
“Planning and Design Code Consultation Map Viewer” for specific strategic
interest areas (to be discussed later) as well as Mannum are contained in
Attachment 6.1.1(B). It should be noted that the Code Consultation Map Viewer is
not current as it does not depict the new suite of Neighbourhood Zones or removal
of General Neighbourhood from parts of Mannum. However, Members can view
the proposed Code mapping via:
https://dpti.geohub.sa.gov.au/portal/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=5fcfc772
bf7d4c279ad9bb11c15bf419
Council has not been provided with a current version of the Code maps that are to
an appropriate scale that depicts in detail the new areas in the Suburban
Neighbourhood (SuN), Waterfront Neighbourhood (WaN) and Established
Neighbourhood (EsN) Zones.
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However it has been confirmed from DPTI by email how the Code policy will be
applied spatia lly, in relation to c urrent Development Plan Zones. Of the six current
residential zones and policy areas, five are proposed to be tra nsferred into d ifferent
Zones t o what were orig inally consulted upon during the Code Phase 3
Consultation phase. This is reflected in Table l as follows:
TABLE 1: MANNUM- Proposed Zone Transition (DPTI -5 August 2020)
Dev Plan
Zone

Dev Plan
Policy
Area

Residential
Residential

Residential
(Marina)
Residential
(Marina)
Residential
Character
Residential
Escarpment

Policy Area 5 Residential Floodplain

Waterfront
Policv Area 22

P&D Code·
Consultation
General
Nei~hbourhood
Suburban
Neighbourhood

Proposed P&D
Code w/ new
Framework
Suburban
Neiohbourhood
Waterfront
Neighbourhood

General
Neighbourhood
General
Neiahbourhood
Suburban
Nei~hbourhood
Suburban
Neiohbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood
Waterfront
Neiahbourhood
Established
Neiohbourhood
Suburban
Neiohbourhood

This explanatory brochure (Overview - Draft Neighbourhood Zones - Phase 3 Code)
in Attachment 6.1. l (D) from DPTI identifies the suite of new Neighbourhood Zones,
includ ing those above, t ogether with other "Neighbourhood Zones" previously put
t o consultation, and the Desired Outcomes and a range of policy mechanisms.
This includes the Rural Living (RuL) Zone (as it was in the consultation phase) and a
Rural Neighbourhood (RuN) Zone, repla cing what was consulted as "Residential
Neighbourhood Zone" . The d ifference between the Ruland RuN Zones principally
relates to sit e area minimums being over 4000m2 for the Rural Zone and between
1200m2 and 4000m2 for the Rura l Neighbourhood Zone.
However, it should be noted that existing Development Plan policy w ith respect t o
site areas and frontages (which vary depending on the part of the Rura l Living
Zone applicable c urrently) is carried over as "Technical and Numeric Va riations"
(TNVs) for those parts of the c urrent Development Plan Rura l Living Zone that have
site areas between 1200m2 and 4000m2 .
Similarly TNVs are used in the various Neighbourhood Zones in Mannum t o carry
over Development Plan policy with respect to sit e area, frontages, front and side
setbacks and building heig ht but rear setbacks, secondary street frontages and sit e
coverage are specified by the Code
However, in some Zones, maximum building height is established in Code policy
WITHOUT a TNV capability built into the relevant Zone relating to the specific
element. This means that policy w ithin areas where single storey limits apply
presently could be eroded . A detailed comparison between existing Development
Plan Policy and d raft Code policy is contained in Table 2.
The effect of this for Mid Murray Council is that parts of Mannum will pot entially see
a change to development patterns with respect to :
•
•
•

Increases in sit e covera ge;
Red uced front, side and rear setbacks; as well as
Two storey development in the areas currently in the Residential Escarpment
Zone, where only single storey development, or 'stepped' dwellings following
the contour are envisaged .
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Overall, the above issues appear to amount to an unintended ‘intensification’ of
built form that was not supposed to occur as part of what has been dubbed by
DPTI as a “policy neutral” transition. However, the latest version of the Code is yet
to be finalised and there may well be overlays and general policy modules that
address some of the issues.

RESIDENTIAL MARINA AREA
The current Residential Marina Zone incorporates land in the Mannum Waters
development elevated above the 1956 floodplain and not at the waterfront and
therefore policy relating to close proximity to the River Murray is not so relevant in
this case. On face value, the SuN Zone would appear to capture the existing
policy content of the Development Plan in this area appropriately, save for the
variation to side and rear setbacks and secondary street setbacks, as opposed to
the Waterfront Neighbourhood (WaN) Zone.
However, it is noted that the SuN Zone includes minimum site areas, and that they
may be carried over from the Development Plan policy as TNVs. However, there is
not a stated minimum in the Residential Marina Zone (which is to be included in the
SuN Zone) as no further land division is anticipated. To ensure this policy is not lost,
there are two possible options:

•
•

Suggest a minimum site area as a TNV to apply which is as large as the largest
allotment in Mannum Waters (for example, 1000m2); or
Suggest that land division (other than certain types of boundary realignment
or for the purposes of road reserve) is to be “impact assessed” in this particular
part of the SuN Zone to carry over the effect of the existing ‘non-complying’
classification (which may not be possible).

While it is considered that the proposed changes to the Zones in Mannum are, for
the most part, appropriate for the specific context of the relevant areas affected,
the above changes to policy raise potential areas of concern.
The consequence of introducing the Waterfront Neighbourhood (WaN) Zone
remains unknown as there is a lot of policy ‘to be confirmed’ contained in the
Overview - Draft Neighbourhood Zones – Phase 3 Code) in Attachment 6.1.1(D).
Having individual policy tailor-made for waterfront areas is, in principle considered
appropriate, including policy that acknowledges the dual frontages that the
affected properties have, including by their very nature, garaging at the street that
may ordinarily offend standard residential policy provisions.
The introduction of the WaN Zone to apply to the residential areas of Mannum with
specific flood protection policy and stormwater and wastewater management
requirements relevant to the River Murray floodplain proximity appears to be a
logical approach to deal with these particular issues, but Council will need to affirm
a strong position that the policy intent of as much Development Plan policy as
possible in these areas be transferred across into this Zone.

RESIDENTIAL ESCARPMENT AREA
The Hills Neighbourhood Zone arose principally from significant and very strong
responses during consultation from a number of Metropolitan Adelaide Councils
with respect the original Code zoning for the areas between the flatter areas and
foothills or Hills Face of the Adelaide Hills being subjected to generic planning
policy in the General Neighbourhood Zone and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone,
not reflective of the undulating nature of these areas, built form in relation to
existing contour and spatial separation required between dwellings as a result.
The Hills Neighbourhood Zone has been generated on the above premise, but the
summary of its policy content contained in the Draft Neighbourhood Zones
Overview – Phase 3 (Attachment 6.1.1(D)) would appear more closely aligned to
the current Development Plan Policy in the Residential Escarpment Zone, rather
than the SuN Zone.
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As d iscussed earlier, there are areas of concern that arise from permitting
development forms envisaged in the SuN Zone, t o occur w ithin the escarpment
areas of Mannum, that form an important. picturesque backdrop t o the River
Murray. A summary of the three key policy aspects and how they relat e to each of
the current Development Plan residential areas of Mannum and the corresponding
areas under the new Code is shown Table 2.

TABLE 2: MANNUM- Comparison between DP and Code Policy
Zone
(Current)

Minimum Frontage
/ Site Depth

Minimum Site Area / Site
Cover

Residential
Escarpment

800m 2 ;
40% cover

18m frontage;
No minimum depth

I
Residential
Character

600m 2 or
420m2 (row or semi-detached);
45%cover

'

15m/25m (detached)
9m/25m (row or semidetached)

20m/30m (group or
residential flat building)
Residential

-Residential

450m 2 (detached or group)
350m 2 (semi-DJ
300m 2 (row & l storey res flat)
200m2 (2 storey residential flat)

15m/25m (detached)
9m/25m (semi-

50% cover

(group or residential flat
building)_

No further division

--

detached dwelling)

8m/25m (row dwelling)
20ml No min depth
No further division

Marina

Zone
(Proposed)

Minimum Site Area / Site
Cover

Suburban
N'hood

TNV applies for site area
50% site cover

Minimum Frontage
/ Site Depth

TNV applies for
fron tage
No policy for site
depth
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Building
Heights /
Front
Setback
Single
storey I 5m
maximum;
6m or
average of
adjacent
Single
storey I 5m
maximum;
6m or
average of
adjacent
Two storey I
9m
maximum;
6m setback

Two storey;
5mto
ground
level,5.5m
to upper
level and
garages
Building
Heights /
Front
Setback
TNV
displayed in
"height"
column but
no
indication of
heightTNV
capability
for SuN
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Zone
(Current)

Minimum Site Area / Site
Cover

Minimum Frontage
/ Site Depth

Hills
N’hood

TNV applies
800m2

TNV applies for
frontage
No policy for site
depth

Waterfront

TNV applies for site area
No stated max. site cover

unknown

N’hood
Zone

Building
Heights /
Front
Setback

TNV
applies to
height,
8m or avg
of adjacent
front
setback
unknown

RESIDENTIAL CHARACTER AREA
The Established Neighbourhood Zone has been introduced to include specific
policy that caters for areas of higher integrity, consistent, established built form
character, and in Mannum encompasses the current Residential Character Zone.
There are additional TNV capabilities built into this Zone, meaning that existing
Development Plan policy is able to be transferred across into the Zone more
readily, than would be the case for the SuN Zone.
Overall, this appears to be a positive policy direction, and it is important to
distinguish those areas by way of Zone difference, where they are within such an
area. This will not only be beneficial in terms of planning policy, but more readily
referenced on property searches for purchasers, given greater transparency to the
development expectations in such an area.
While the Code policy behind the Zone remains unknown at this stage, it is
understood that this will be provided in the coming weeks to enable Council to
consider the full impact of the proposed Zoning and potentially make final
recommendations at a later date.

MANNUM SUMMARY
In considering the full effect of the Zoning changes Council would need to be
furnished with a copy of the new Code policy that accompanies the mapping.
Overall, the introduction of new Neighbourhood Zones to cater for specific areas
that command more robust policy directed at particular issues is welcomed.
The proposed changes to the Zones in Mannum, for the specific context of the
relevant areas affected, appear generally appropriate, with the potential
exception of the transition of the Residential Escarpment Zone into SuN Zone.
Naturally, SuN was a better option at the time of the original consultation
compared to the General Neighbourhood Zone, but now that a Hills
Neighbourhood Zone is available, whether or not the land is in Adelaide, similar
issues arise with undulating and scenic areas, and it is important that the
escarpment areas of Mannum remain protected with appropriate planning policy.
Therefore as an alternative, including this area in the Hills Neighbourhood Zone
would seem logical.
The Residential Marina Zone presently incorporates land in the Mannum Waters
development not at the waterfront and therefore policy relevant to close proximity
to the River Murray is not so relevant in this case. Therefore, the SuN Zone would
appear to capture the existing policy content of the Development Plan in this area
appropriately for the most part, however specific policy relating to land division will
be required to capture the current Development Plan policy and prevent the
undermining of the master-planning that took place with this development.
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Furthermore, any land d ivision within the 1956 floodplain or within l oom of the
normal pool level is c urrently non-complying. and this policy positon must be
reinforced in a ll areas that are a ffected by proposed Zone changes.
For Mannum, it is recommended that the following Zones (Table 3) be endorsed by
Council based on the previous discussion, subject to changes to SuN t o deal
specifically w ith preventing further infill land d ivision in Mannum Waters. as well as
similar policy to prevent further land d ivision in the other parts of the wat er front of
Mannum currently in Floodpla in or Wat erfront Policy Areas.
TABLE 3: MANNUM- Proposed Zone Transition (Possible Alternative)
Dev Plan
Zone

Dev Plan
Policy
Area

Residentia l
Residentia l

Residentia l
(Marina)
Residentia l
(Marina)
Residentia l
Character
Residentia l
Escarpment

Policy Area 5 Residential Floodpla in

Waterfront
Policy Area 22

P&D Code·
Consultation

General
Neighbourhood
Suburban
Neighbourhood
General
Neighbourhood
General
Neighbourhood
Suburban
Neighbourhood
Suburban
Neighbourhood

Proposed P&D
Code w/ new
Framework
Suburban
Neighbourhood
Waterfront
Neighbourhood*

Suburban
Neighbourhood*
Waterfront
Neighbourhood*
Established
Neighbourhood
Hills Neighbourhood

* individual policy required in SuN a nd WaN Zone for land d ivisio n w here this relates to the
residentia l area in Mannum Waters development, not o n the waterfront, as well as areas
c urrently in the 1956 floodpla in or w ithin l 00m of the normal pool level of the River Murray.

Horwood Bagshaw Site-Walker Avenue Development Plan Amendment (DPA)

Committee Members would be familiar w ith the above DPA and may be
wondering how the Code transition impacts the future implementation of the
amendments to planning policy on the Horwood Bagshaw sit e. previously reported
on in the meeting dated 19 November 2019. Item 6.1. l.
As d iscussed. revised Zoning envisaged for the majority of Mannum is the Suburban

Neighbourhood Zone (as opposed t o General Neighbourhood Zone). carrying over
the existing Development Plan minima in terms of sit e areas, frontages. building
heights and setbacks as TNVs to be included in the Code policy. The new Zone
mapping does not include the Horwood Bagshaw site, subject of the DPA.
The proponent is currently negotiating the final terms of the st ormwater
management w ith Council before the DPA is released to the Minister in its final
form. There is very little likelihood of this being endorsed and included in the
Development Plan prior to the implementation of the Code. Council has been
having d iscussions w ith DPTI relating t o this, and it is understood that the Minister will
not likely t o be gazetting any further Development Plan Amendments prior to Code
implementation.
Therefore. it is expected that the first stage of Code amendments will be able to
accommodate any policy changes envisaged by the Walker Avenue DPA.
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AREAS OUTSIDE OF MANNUM – STRATEGIC INTEREST AREAS
While there is limited opportunity to seek extensive changes to Zones and planning
policy in areas that are not captured by the latest Code maps provided, it is
important that Council establishes a policy position in relation to other areas where
future Code Amendments may permit changes to what may be outdated
planning policy or redundant zoning in some areas.
There are potential future opportunities to seek realignment of some Zone and/or
sub-Zone boundaries to allow greater land use flexibility in certain strategic
locations, to enhance growth and capitalise on existing opportunities in the
pipeline that relate to the specific areas of interest.
A focus of the following discussion is directed to the areas of Caloote and
Keyneton, with brief commentary about the areas of Palmer and Truro, which are
close to each of the former areas respectively.
The validation of this report to DPTI will enable the consideration of future re-zoning
these specific areas to align with Council’s draft Strategic Plan. The Scope of any
potential changes to the Zone mapping at this stage is likely to be limited to new
matters that have emanated from the release of the additional suite of
“Neighbourhood” Zones that are provided, particularly in Mannum.
However, the changing of the Residential Neighbourhood (ReN) Zone to Rural
Neighbourhood (RuN) Zone and policy changes proposed to RuN and Rural Living
(RuL) Zones does open up avenues for Council to consider the implications of this
and whether as part of this, some areas be shifted into the more compact RuN
Zone where appropriate.
There are certain areas that are currently located in the Rural Zone or River Murray
Zone, Primary Production Policy Area or River Settlement Policy Area that Council
may seek to be moved into either of the above Zones, or areas already in the
Council Development Plan Rural Living Zone that might be considered for the RuN
Zone in the Code Mapping. Additionally, some parts of the existing Rural Living
Zone, which has varying site area and frontage minimums depending on the
specific location or Policy Area, may be able to be shifted into the more compact
RuN Zone where appropriate, or where being brought into this Zone, specific TNVs
carrying over existing policy removed for parts of those areas.
The standard policy of the zoning of RuN Zone would provide minimum site areas
for the relevant areas to 1200m2 (but relevant TNV applied commensurate with
Development Plan policy are carried over where there are variations) while the
Code Rural Living (RuL) Zone site area minimum is 4000m2. Some areas previously
indicated as within the ReN Zone are to be included in the RuN Zone, but the full
policy implications of this remain unknown at this stage.
The provision of greater flexibility for hobby farm type tenure in some areas will
improve the diversity of housing stock where there is a current shortfall of land
being Zoned for this purpose, bring additional holiday makers to the region (with
tenure of some properties likely to be for holiday homes) and also potentially cater
for an increase in ‘low impact’ tourist accommodation, where this is permitted by
the Code.
Areas appropriate for such land use are generally areas that are close to or within
areas of high quality natural or rural character, close to population centres and
major employment sources and generally positioned to provide a “buffer”
between more intense agricultural uses envisaged in a Rural Zone, and the more
compact built form of current settlement areas.
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Areas of potential strategic interest to Council are the following:
•

Caloote - due to its attractive setting and proximity to major centres and
employment (future Thomas Foods meat processing facility nearby)) offering
potentially greater opportunity for rural living and rural neighbourhood
opportunity depending on exactly where in relation to Caloote Landing, the
River Murray and areas of greater viability for farming (ensuring transition
between the more viable irrigated farming areas and areas for more
compact living);

•

Palmer – due to being at the edge of the Adelaide Hills, having some shops
and convenience services and being not far from major service centres of
Mannum and Mount Pleasant and existing and future employment facilities
(including Thomas Foods new meat processing works), existing Rural Living
opportunities may be sufficient, but consider whether some parts could be
better suited to the more compact Rural Neighbourhood Zone.

•

Keyneton – due it being located at the doorstep to the Barossa Valley and its
associated employment centres (Angaston (12km), Nuriootpa (18km) closest
by), and also offering an attractive setting and currently provided partly within
a Rural Living Zone (N/E corner from the cross-roads of Stott Highway and
Keyneton Road) that mostly is under a single ownership so future realisation of
such living opportunities is constrained by owner intentions with the land. The
extension of the Rural Living Zone and investigation of potentially a part to
being within a Rural Neighbourhood Zone.

•

Truro – (as with Keyneton) due to being close to the Barossa Valley and having
a range of existing services and facilities, existing Rural Living opportunities
may be sufficient, but consider the impact of change to the policy and
whether some parts being transferred to the Code Rural Living (RuN) Zone
could be better suited to more compact Rural Neighbourhood (RuN) Zone.

CALOOTE
The area is scenic with an open, rural character as opposed to a natural character
and includes a 40Ha area within the River Settlement Policy Area but the
remainder, outside of Caloote Landing, is within the Primary Production Policy Area.
The area of focus is elevated well above the 1956 floodplain.
Distant views of the eastern face of the Mount Lofty Ranges, and views towards the
River Murray from some parts make the area attractive, and nearby Caloote
Landing provides recreational opportunities relating to the river.
There have been numerous enquiries as well as land division applications from land
owners close to Caloote Landing but elevated above this, seeking to divide
existing larger land holdings for rural living type allotments, within and outside of the
current River Settlement Policy Area of the River Murray Zone.
Approximately 10km from Caloote, a recent approval was granted for the
construction of a $300M new meat processing works (at Lot 45 Wilkin Road,
Pallamanna) for Thomas Foods International, which is set to employ 2000 workers,
creating a potential for future demand for housing in the surrounding areas,
including Caloote and Palmer. The Murray Valley Standard’s June 19 article
relating to the approval, includes a video “fly-over” of the proposed development,
and can be viewed at the following link:
https://www.murrayvalleystandard.com.au/story/6799330/final-approval-given-forthomas-foods-rebuild/
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Caloote includes a 40Ha area within the River Settlement (RS) Policy Area of the
River Murray Zone, accommodating a distinctly more compact built form
character than surrounding areas, with around 25 existing allotments ranging in size
from around 900m2 to 2Ha. Most of these allotments contain dwellings, while some
occupied sites comprise a number of allotments. Available land in the existing RS
Policy Area in Caloote is limited in supply.
The area surrounding the River Settlement (RS) Policy Area is currently within the
Primary Production Policy (PP) Area of the same Zone, which does not permit
hobby farm type allotments.
There is a vast disparity between the smaller allotments in RS Policy Area to the
expansive allotments mostly within the PP Policy Area. Some smaller allotments
exist along Zadow Road, of around 3 to 5Ha between the eastern edge of Caloote
and western end of Wall Flat. A 32Ha allotment on the opposite side of Zadow
Road was subject of a recent application to create a number of smaller rural living
type allotments but this was refused as the current PP Policy Area provisions did not
cater for this.
The RS Policy Area was proposed to be transferred into the Rural Settlement (RuS)
Zone in the original consultation of the Code transition. The RuS Zone does not
appear to have a capability for TNVs with respect to site area, while the RuN Zone
does have a minimum site area of 1200m2 and capability for TNVs to apply to
increase this as needed.
It is considered that the existing RS Policy Area may be more appropriately located
in the Rural Neighbourhood Zone as opposed to Rural Settlement, and the
standard 1200m2 applicable site area carry across, given many existing allotments
are smaller than this anyway.
Furthermore, in light of the fact there is a dwelling located just outside of the RS
Policy Area presently on the opposite side of Needles Road (at the northern end of
Lot 92), this could be included in a re-defined RuN Zone in Caloote.
Future policy changes for consideration could include the site immediately west
and east of the current RS Policy Area (the balance of Lot 92 Needles Road and
Lot 8 Zadow Road) being included within the Code RuL Zone, the site on the
western side of Needles Road, as well as smaller allotments on the northern side of
Zadow Road between Caloote and Wall Flat, as well as Lot 91 Killawarra Road, Lot
337 and approximately 8Ha of the 175Ha Lot 91 Caloote Road to excise the
buildings and provide for two future rural living allotments within the part of that
allotment least viable for primary production due to rocky areas in this part of the
site.
The Rural Living Zone would provide a transition between the more compact area
of the Rural Neighbourhood Zone and the Rural Zone, which has a 40Ha minimum
allotment size in the Code. Refer maps in Attachment 6.1.1(B) for details.

PALMER
Palmer is at the eastern edge of the Mount Lofty Ranges and is expected to have
some increase in demand for housing as a result of the Thomas Foods meat
processing facility at Pallamanna, which is to be built around 20km south of Palmer.
The proposed changes to the Rural Neighbourhood Zone potentially have
implications for the existing Rural Living area in Palmer. While there are vacant
residential allotments in Palmer, there is not the abundance of choice for rural living
type tenure given the single ownership of the sole existing land parcel in the Rural
Living Zone and its current use as a farming property.
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There are twelve vacant allotments in the current Service Centre Zone (Palmer)
between Education Road, Reedy Creek Road and Olive Grove Road on the
southern edge of the township, mostly of around 2000m2 but these are not within
the current Rural Living Zone, which is on the northern side of the town and
comprises a small part (53Ha) of a very large farming property.
Palmer for the most part is to be accommodated in the Township Zone, but there is
a small Rural Living Zone (to become RuN Zone under the Code) on the northern
side of the township that has not been developed for this purpose as yet. The
minimum site area of 3000m2 is carried across from the Development Plan into
Code policy as a TNV but it is noted as a result of the above development, around
25,000m2 (just under 50%) of the Zone could be transitioned to have the default
1200m2 minimum where not located on Adelaide Road and be kept in RuN as
proposed, while the remainder could remain under the current TNV for site area to
limit the number of potential sites having access to Adelaide Road, which is an
arterial road and freight route. Refer maps in Attachment 6.1.1(B) for details.

KEYNETON
Keyneton is at the eastern edge of the Barossa Valley and is a desirable and
convenient location not far from larger population centres (Angaston 12km,
Nuriootpa 18km) and close to one of South Australia’s major tourism areas, and
home to the renowned Henschke Winery. It is a ‘ribbon’ settlement that is
elongated on the cross-roads of Stott Highway (Swan Reach-Angaston Road) and
Keyneton Road. The Keyneton Primary School is in the north western quadrant of
the intersection of the two roads and there is vacant land opposite on the south
western quadrant. Ribbon development that is mostly residential low density
development extends north and south on Keyneton Road, on the eastern side,
while on the Stott Highway similar ribbon development extends around 450m east.
There are large, undeveloped or rural land holdings that flank the settlement.
The existing Rural Living Zone in the north-eastern quadrant of Keyneton is
proposed to be transferred across to the RuN Zone in the Code, with the TNVs for
site area of 3000m2 being retained. Most of the current zone is contained in a
single parcel (Lot 100), which is 25Ha and wraps around the back of properties on
Keyneton Road and Stott Highway in the north-eastern quadrant of the settlement.
There are five smaller parcels of around 3000m2 on the end of the Keyneton Road
northern extremity of the settlement and these are yet to be developed.
Property prices have risen dramatically in the Barossa region in the past 10 years,
and this presents somewhat of an opportunity for Keyneton to offer a comparably
more affordable alternative to towns such as Angaston and Nuriootpa, while still
being relatively close to these service centres. Maintaining the viability of the
primary school is vital in ensuring the longer term prospects of Keyneton and having
additional population in the town will certainly be beneficial for this. On the flip
side of that, the primary school does present an opportunity to target a younger
demographic with housing choice. While there are several vacant allotments of a
more manageable size in Keyneton than typical rural living allotments, these are
mostly located on Stott Highway, which caters for quite a number of freight
movements and families with young children are potentially less likely to be
attracted to live on such a road.
The RuN Zone in the Code presents opportunity to increase the number of smaller
rural living allotments in the areas behind the ribbon development in the southwestern and south-eastern quadrant, while more compact extension of the
township may be investigated in future in land directly adjacent the school in the
north-western quadrant as part of separate investigations. The areas that offer
potential for the lower site area RuN and RuL Zones are shown in the suite of maps
provided in Attachment 6.1.1(B).
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TRURO
Truro is a well-functioning township and has numerous facilities, shops and a school.
It has an area allocated for future expansion as deferred Township Zone on the
southern end of the town, and there is quite an extensive Rural Living Zone, within
Policy Areas on the south-eastern edge of the town. Refer maps in Attachment
6.1.1(B).
The proposed changes to the rural living type zones in the Code have some
impact on existing policy. Presently, Policy Area 21 allows for smaller 2000m2 being
created west of the watercourse contingent on the rehabilitation of the
watercourse that runs through this part of Truro, whereas this area is being
transferred into the RuL Zone under the Code, which has a minimum 4000m2
allotment size and not the same policy incentive to rehabilitate the watercourse.
Naturally, there will be opportunity to assess any applications for smaller allotments
in this area on their planning merits through a “performance assessed” process in
the new system, and demonstrating such allotments are appropriate will likely be
contingent on the above. The current Policy Area 3 (which has a minimum lot size
of 2000m2) is being transferred into the RuN Zone with the existing Development
Plan policy on site area and frontages being carried over as TNVs in the Code.
Overall, it is considered that the policy changes that affect the Truro rural living
areas are acceptable.

REFERENCES
Community Plan

Theme 1: The Natural & Built Environment
Respond positively to the Development Planning System
reform by:
Theme 1.14 – Seeking further improvement in the
development approval process.
Theme 1.15 – Lobby State Government for sensible
amendments that protect local influence, representation
and customisation of development plans.
Theme 1.16 – Improve co-ordination, and resource sharing,
with neighbouring communities to develop consistent
regional planning policy.
Theme 1.17 – Encouraging the adoption of best practice
design principles in our development plans

Budget

Capital
Recurrent

Legislation

Development Act 1993, Development Regulations 2008 and
Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016

Risk Assessment

Low

(of the recommendation)

Not applicable.
This matter has no budgetary considerations at
present.

ATTACHMENTS
6.1.1(A)

Draft Phase 3 Code Mapping – Page 12 (Mid Murray Council)

6.1.1(B)

Overview Mapping of Strategic Interest Areas

6.1.1(C)

Council comments on Phase 3 of the Planning & Design Code during
consultation

6.1.1(D)

Overview of Draft “Neighbourhood” Zones – Phase 3 Code by DPTI
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RECOMMENDATION
Moved Cr
That

Seconded Cr

(1)

The report titled ‘State Government Planning Reform Update – Draft Phase 3 Code
Mapping’ be received and noted; and

(2)

The Committee recommends to Council that it:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

(h)

Indicate support in principle for the introduction of the Established
Neighbourhood Zone to cater for the area currently within the Residential
Character Zone;
Indicate support for the area within “Mannum Waters” elevated above the
1956 floodplain be introduced into the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone,
subject to policy being implemented that restricts future infill land division;
Indicate support generally for the introduction of the Waterfront
Neighbourhood Zone over those parts of the residential areas in Mannum
currently with relevant Policy Areas and waterfront locations, but highlight, as
above the need to restrict further land division in areas within 100m of the
normal pool level of the River Murray or within the 1956 Floodplain;
Suggest potential Zone changes to incorporate the new Hills Neighbourhood
Zone over part of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone currently containing
the Residential Escarpment Zone in Mannum;
Suggest that the Caloote Rural Settlement Zone (as envisaged in the current
version of the Code) may be better located in the Rural Neighbourhood
Zone;
Indicate a general Council policy position with respect to the new Zones as
they relate to the region and its future Strategic Plan, with options for parts of
the Rural Zone and River Murray Zone in future to be transferred to Rural
Living or Rural Neighbourhood Zones, in Caloote and Keyneton as per the
suite of maps contained in Attachment 6.1.1(B) of this report;
Suggest that part of the current Rural Living Zone in Palmer, be transferred to
the Rural Neighbourhood Zone, without carrying over the existing site area
minimum of 3000m2 as a Technical and Numeric Variation, but adopt the
standard minimum of the new Zone; and
Support the rationalisation of the current planning policy in the rural living
areas in Truro, into the Code Rural Living Zone, and Rural Neighbourhood
Zone as proposed.

Strategic Planning & Development Policy Committee Meeting Agenda – 17 August 2020
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7.

Other Business

8.

Confidential Reports
Nil.

9.

Next Meeting
To be held at Cambrai Council Chamber, Cambrai at 11.30am on Monday 16 November
2020.

10.

Closure
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Attachment 6.1.1 (A) - Draft Phase 3 Code Mapping - Page 12 (Mid Murray Council)
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Attachment 6.1.1 (B) - Overview Mapping of Strategic Interest Areas
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Attachment 6.1.1(C) - Council comments on Phase 3 of the Planning and Design Code during
consultation
-/

Mid
Murray
y---

Council

FROM THE OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
Ref:

3/CON/SUR/1/MM

24 February 2020
Mr Michael Lennon
Chairperson
State Planning Commission
GPO Box 1815
ADELAIDE SA 5001

Dear Mr Lennon,
Consultation Submission - Planning and Design Code
Mid Murray Council refer to the release of the Planning and Design Code (the “Code”) by the State
Planning Commission (the “Commission”), for public consultation. In doing so, Council wishes to take
this opportunity to thank and acknowledge the excellent assistance of Leif Burdon (Transition
Manager) and other staff of the Commission in helping to explain and educate Council on the
proposed Code.
Council staff has undertaken a thorough review of the Code and provide the following
comments/feedback under the following headings.
General Policy Modules
Climate Change
There is a greater need for significant recognition of climate change issues and water preservation
policy in the Code.
The Code generally relies on overarching policy, but clear and measureable policy is required to
mandate (not just promote) better building ESD principles, water retention and reuse and wastewater
retention and reuse.
As an example, it is considered that the Code should ensure that less reliance is put on dwellings
accessing and using mains water as a default position – it should be mandated to capture roof-water
for reuse, not in insufficiently sized tanks which are a requirement under the Building Code but with
large domestic tanks (25,000-50,000 litre tanks) and large commercial tanks for commercial, industrial
and business uses. The Code must make more than tokenistic attempts to change people’s building
and site design outcomes.
All correspondence to PO Box 28, Mannum SA 5238 ABN 88 313 305 455
Email postbox@mid-murray.sa.gov.au Web www.mid-murray.sa.gov.au

PRINCIPAL OFFICE
49 Adelaide Road, Mannum, SA
Telephone: (08) 8569 0100
Facsimile: (08) 8569 1931

Development & Environmental Services
Main Street, Cambrai, SA
Telephone: (08) 8564 6020
Facsimile: (08) 8569 1931

Morgan & Districts Community Hub
Cnr Fourth & Eighth Street, Morgan, SA
Telephone: (08) 8540 0060
Facsimile: (08) 8569 1931
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There is also a need for better demarcation of bushfire risk areas and impacts of drought and climate
change – we note the Commission plans to review bushfire risk areas in the next few years, but this
should be given a higher priority and be reviewed annually.
Visual Privacy
DTS/DPF 19.1 – The requirement to obscure or screen windows below 1.5 metres sill height is
supported. However, Mid Murray Council requires clarity to specify that upper level windows also
include windows on the elevated level of dwellings in the Rural Shack Settlement Zone.
Interface between Land Uses
The Code must ensure policy relating to buffer setbacks for dwellings from horticultural activities and
vice versa is included and clear, so as to minimise impacts from sprays, dust and noise – taking into
account vegetated buffers, the nature of adjoining development, prevailing winds, topography and
physical barriers.
Wastewater
A significant issue for Mid Murray Council is to ensure there is better consideration given to the
assessment of onsite wastewater systems at a development application stage. This is often
overlooked by private certifiers and in such cases this puts Councils and land owners in a difficult
position when having to resolve building siting and design issues post a Development Approval stage.
It is therefore imperative, that the Code policy be amended to place a stronger requirement for onsite
wastewater to be assessed at a development application stage, and that Deemed to Satisfy and
Performance Assessed assessment tables be strengthened to ensure Development Approvals are
not issued in advance of detailed wastewater assessments by qualified wastewater engineers.
Code Zones – River Murray Related
It is widely accepted that the Mid Murray Development Plan had some of the more detailed policy
when it comes to managing development in the River Murray flood plain. This is largely due to Mid
Murray having the largest concentration of ‘holiday homes’ compared to any other Council – some
2500 sites.
The existing River Murray Zone/Shack Settlement Policy Area is replaced with the Rural Shack
Settlement Zone and River Murray Floodplain Overlay. The following is noted:
-

It is supported that no development can be considered ‘accepted’ within the River Murray
Floodplain Overlay.
It is considered that dwelling additions and outbuildings should refer to the River Murray
Floodplain Overlay. This is critical if the works involve additions at the ground floor level.
Council has concerns with the public notification trigger in the Rural Shack Settlement Zone being:
o

All classes of performance assessed development is excluded from notification except where
they involve any of the following: (a) the site of the development is adjacent land to land in a
different zone.
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The entire Rural Shack Settlement Zone adjoins the River Murray which is zoned Conservation Zone
meaning every type of development would require public notification. This needs to be amended
within this Zone so that only certain types of development are captured in the public notification trigger
such – retaining walls, dwellings located closer to the main channel of the River Murray than adjoining
dwellings or similar. Within the proposed Zone Mid Murray Council makes the following
notes/suggestions:
-

-

-

-

DTS/DPF 2.2 – Consider the addition of ‘or as wide as practically possible’ given that many
dwellings exist within the 50 metre suggested setback. This allows flexibility to consider a
reduced reserve area.
DTS/DPF 3.1 – This criteria needs to be reworded. At present it suggests a dwelling needs to be
elevated but provides no minimum. Therefore, a dwelling could be elevated 300mm above the
ground and meet the criteria, yet be well within known flood levels. Suggest amended to ‘has a
floor area with an average underfloor clearance height of 2.5m when measured from natural
ground level’. Mid Murray considers this to be of upmost importance.
DTS/DPF 4.2 – Suggest increasing wet area to 15 square metres as many wet areas will now also
incorporate laundry facilities. In addition, consider including limit on under croft storage areas to
60 square metres (or similar). Otherwise this potentially allows the entire underside of a dwelling
to be enclosed and in practical terms, many dwellings do not use roller doors or removable panels
and this creates ongoing compliance issues for Council. Limiting the area at least reduces the risk
in the event of a flood.
DTS/DPF 4.3 – Request inclusion of maximum outbuilding size in the floodplain. Currently
maximum area is 54 square metres. Suggest increasing to 60 square metres and capping wall
height to 3.3 metres. Council continually receives requests for outbuildings of considerable sizes
as people’s boats and number of watercraft increase in size and number.
DTS/DPF 7.9 – Suggest addition of ‘not within 100m of Rural Shack Settlement Zone’ to avoid
conflict between houseboats and recreational users (boating/fishing) and impact on Council
wastewater infrastructure.

The River Murray Zone/Recreation and Tourism Policy Area has been transitioned to Recreation
Zone. Mid Murray Council previously had considerable policy promoting tourist style development to
support economic development within the Council area. This appears to have been lost in the
transition to a Recreation Zone. It is important this policy is not lost, as it also includes the Mannum
Caravan Park, and suggest a tourism sub-zone could apply to affected areas.
To give the proposed policy some context, Council’s planning officers assessed an existing DA
against the previsions of the Code and note the following:
-

Development Plan Assessment: Merit assessment, Category 1, Referral to DEW;
Code Assessment: Performance Assessed, Public notification (as land abuts different zone),
referral to DEW.

Many of the Performance Outcomes could not be found in the new Code (as listed below). Some of
the Performance Outcomes were categorised under a different name and some weren’t listed at all:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and Siting [Visual Privacy] PO 6.1
Design and Siting [Transportable Buildings] PO 11.1
Design and Siting [On-site Waste Treatment Systems] PO 16.1
Infrastructure and Renewable Facilities [On-site Water Supply and Wastewater Services] PO
11.1 to 11.5
Interface between Land Uses [Overshadowing] PO 3.1 to 3.2
Interface between Land Uses [Activities Generating Noise or Vibration] PO 4.3 and 4.4
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•
•

Residential Liveability [Amenity] PO 1.1 and 1.2
Residential Liveability [Private Open Space] PO 2.1 and 2.2.

One of the requirements for dwellings specified in the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay is DPF 3.1
which states buildings and structures should not be closer than 50 metres from the waterfront. This is
unachievable for many building sites, particularly those with a direct frontage to the river.
The lack of any reference to façade lines or setbacks from the river to new dwellings or dwelling
alterations is concerning. If there are no setback requirements, there will be no restrictions to avoid
blocking views of the river. The current Mid Murray Development Plan is quite stringent in the
implementation of policies to regulate the façade lines of dwellings fronting the river. It is suggested
that there is a performance outcome added to the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay section specifying
that the façade of dwellings (fronting the river) should be sited so as to not obstruct views or be closer
to the river than adjoining dwellings. One way of achieving this is to establish a façade line between
the dwellings either side of another dwelling. It is noted that if there are no current dwellings either
side of the subject site, this façade line should not be applied. Performance Outcome PO 3.1 of the
River Murray Flood Plain Overlay requires the following:
Buildings and structures are sited and designed to be unobtrusive when viewed from the River
Murray and nearby public roads.
This Performance Outcome is vague and does not articulate or reference any façade line, potentially
allowing a varied setback to the river.
There is no reference to floor area restrictions on the elevated levels of shacks which means that
there could potentially be no reasons to refuse a 10 bedroom 500 square metre dwelling along the
river. Currently, the Mid Murray Development Plan specifies a 300 square metre floor limit which
restricts the size and seeks to maintain (as far as practical) the natural setting of the River Murray.
In addition to the above, please also refer to the attached Murray River Alliance submission on the
general aspects of the Code as it relates to the River Murray.
Code Zones – Other
Rural Zone
It appears as if the majority of Council’s minimum allotment sizes and general policy intent have been
transitioned across which is supported.
DTS/DPF 1.1 should be amended to include a wider range of envisaged uses such as wind farms,
renewable energy facilities, worker’s accommodation etc. Renewable energy facilities are important
as Council have received an increasing number of applications within the Rural Zone for solar farms
and have previously considered three (3) wind farm applications.
Employment Zone
There is an error in the Employment Zone, where General Industry is marked as Restricted yet
Special Industry is not – this should be corrected and be drafted the other way around.
The Employment Zone identifies Consulting Rooms and Office in the Deemed to Satisfy assessment
table, yet they are not envisaged uses in the principal land use DTS 1.1 – this anomaly should be
addressed.
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Given the high intensity activities envisaged in the Zone, there is a lack of guiding policy for the
assessment of such land uses.
Conservation Zone
The use of the Conservation Zone to protect the main channel of the River Murray is supported.
Recreation Zone
The Recreation Zone has replaced the Recreation and Tourism Policy Area. There is little emphasis
on Tourism in this new Zone, which was the primary intent of the previous policy area. Suggest
addition of tourism sub zone to those areas within Mid Murray Council located within the Recreation
Zone.
Suburban Neighbourhood
A large portion of the Mannum Township is within the Suburban Neighbourhood’ Zone, this is
generally supported. However, there is a portion of land along River Lane that is proposed to be
zoned Recreation. See image below:
Pot
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Rezone highlighted area
to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

This land was previously zoned Urban Waterfront (Floodplain) which has been a problematic zone for
many years. This area is largely residential and the majority of allotments within the Zone are used
for residential or tourist accommodation purposes. It is considered that making the length of River
Lane Suburban Neighbourhood better reflects existing development and future development.
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The former Residential Escarpment Zone has been transitioned to the Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone. This Zone previously had specific development policy restricting land division and building
height given its prominent location in the township of Mannum and potential for considerable visual
impact if unrestricted. Suggest TNV be included to limit building height to 5.5 metres above natural
ground level and limited land division overlay be applied.
General Neighbourhood Zone
The Residential (Marina) Zone within the Mannum Waters development is being transferred to the
General Neighbourhood Zone. It is recommended that a TNV applies to all waterfront allotments
prescribing a minimum flood height of 5.3AHD to ensure protection from floodwaters. This detail is
currently within the Development Plan and has not been included in the Code transition.
The residential area known as Paddlesteamer Estate in Mannum would be better suited to the
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone rather than the General Neighbourhood Zone particularly when it
comes to minimum frontages and allotment sizes. Any intensification of development in this area
would result in considerable pressure on Council’s already at capacity stormwater infrastructure.
Caravan & Tourist Park Zone
Mid Murray Council has five (5) existing primary caravan parks. Question why none of these main
parks are proposed to be located within the designated zone to facilitate and streamline future
development of these parks. Opportunity to re-zone these parks into the Caravan & Tourist Park
Zone.
Opportunities
In October 2019 an area within the Mid Murray Council was designated as an International Dark Sky
Reserve. It is the first Dark Sky Reserve in Australia and one of only 16 worldwide.
The reserve measures 3,250 square kilometres, which makes it the fifth largest Dark Sky Reserve in
the world. A copy of the River Murray International Dark Sky Reserve map is attached. A large
portion of the reserve consists of the Swan Reach Conservation Park to be located within the
Conservation Zone, which will limit development, owned by the Department of Environment and
Water, which offers critical land use restrictions to control light pollution. A key part of maintaining
accreditation is to regulate light sources from private development. Assistance through the Code
which would act to regulate light pollution from development would ensure this is achieved and
accreditation can be maintained.
Council have developed and adopted a Light Management Plan, which was endorsed at the 9 April
2019 Council meeting. A copy is attached. Council will also work with other State Government
departments to ensure other forms of lighting (schools, ferries etc.) are also retro-fitted over a period
of time to become ‘dark sky’ compliant.
Mid Murray Council propose that a River Murray International Dark Sky Overlay be introduced to offer
additional protection and official recognition within the Planning and Design Code to ensure its future
protection from light pollution. Council is willing to work with the Department to develop basic policy.
As an example the following could apply within any overlay:
-

Lights with greater than 500 lumens must be fully shielded to prevent any light being emitted at or
above the horizontal plane.
Be fitted with motion sensors or timers where possible.
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-

Have a coordinated colour temperature (CCT) less than 3000 K.
Be switched off when not needed.
Not emit light on white or other reflective surfaces.

The River Murray International Dark Sky Reserve has enormous economic development potential
through general tourism and astro-tourism that will be critical to the success of the region moving
forward. The Dark Sky Reserve also has strong connections with local Indigenous groups noting that
the Ngaut Ngaut Conservation Park is located within the Reserve.
Council staff have raised this thought with its Transition Manager and other DPTI staff during the
Chief Executive Officer/Mayor visit and all have agreed it would best fit as an overlay or Character
Preservation District.
Mapping
General Comments
-

See reference to River Lane, Mannum and suggest amendment above.
Existing Transport Industry Zone is being amended to Employment Zone. Suggest amalgamating
into adjoining Rural Zone given the surrounding land uses and likely future land use.
Suggest extending Suburban Employment Zone along Walker Avenue to include the large site
comprising Mannum Storage, see image below.
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-

-

-

Allotments on the north-west side of the river along Purnong Road, just out of Mannum – some
allotments are split between the Rural Zone and Rural Settlement Zone. Would be a good
opportunity to fix this up (including properties at the corner of Purnong Road and Shearer Heights
Road), so that the small-medium sized residential allotments are within the Rural Settlement Zone
and the large rural allotments behind are within the Rural Zone.
Existing Kia Marina and Rivershare Marina zoned ‘Recreation’. Suggest amending to
Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) to better suit the current and intended land use.
Perseverance Court, Younghusband – Minor boundary anomaly that sees rear of allotments ‘cut
off’ and placed in Rural Zone. Amend to include whole of allotments within the Rural Settlement
Zone.
Extend Rural Settlement Zone along Gowling Court to include all allotments of average size
(proposed to change to Rural Zone).
The portion of the Rural Settlement Zone closest to the river (north) at Gowling Court,
Younghusband does not align with the allotment boundaries closest to the river (north). Realign
Zone boundary to match northern allotment boundaries.
Township Zone boundary in Sedan needs to include all township allotments.
The Greenways Irrigation Area is to be split between Rural Zone and Rural Horticulture Zone.
Given the similarity of the land uses suggest all of the area is Rural Horticulture Zone.
One allotment located on the south-western side of Church Crescent, Palmer contains a dwelling
but is zoned Rural – suggest including this allotment within the Township Zone.

Please note that Council staff would be willing to meet with DPTI staff to work through the proposed
mapping changes given the number of suggestions/amendments/errors that have been identified.
Flood Mapping
It is noted that the 1956 flood mapping that exists in the Development Plan has not been transferred
to the Code. The River Murray Flood Plain Overlay replaces 1956 flood mapping, and this area is
based on the River Murray Water Protection Area. This area is a much larger catchment than the
1956 flood plain and as such triggers more environmental management and referrals than what has
been experienced under the Development Act. It is Council’s opinion that mapping the 1956 flood
event (or alternate event) is crucial to ensure accurate and robust assessment of development within
the flood plain.
The current River Murray Water Protection Area excludes certain townships (Mannum, Morgan) but
not others (Blanchetown, Swan Reach). Suggest exclusions apply to townships except for those
parts of the town located in the Rural Shack Settlement Area or within the 1956 flood plain.
Definitions
Mid Murray Council generally support the amended and updated land use definitions. They are clear
and easy to follow; this will be particularly important for the public. The following notes are made for
consideration:
Agricultural building – The inclusion column specifies a pump shed is defined as an agricultural
building. Question - Does this mean that a pump shed for water extraction along the river for
domestic purposes is an agricultural building? Also, suggest inclusion of ‘grain shed’ as an included
use.
Horse keeping – The deletion of the reference to hand feeding is supported and is more easily
applied.
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Outbuildings – The inclusion of an outbuilding being ‘non habitable’ is supported. It would be also of
assistance to specify the difference between a garage and non-garage in the Performance Outcome
tables in the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay.
Tourist Accommodation – There is no reference to the type of built form, so a dwelling could
potentially be tourist accommodation. What is the distinction or at what point does a dwelling become
tourist accommodation? i.e. shacks primarily used for self-residence but also rented out on a regular
basis.
Administrative Definitions
Total Floor Area – It is good to see clarification that the floor area includes the external walls.
Referrals
Department for Environment and Water (DEW)
Outbuildings:
- The inclusion of enclosed outbuildings located outside the flood plain being exempt from DEW
referral is supported.
- The floor limit to be exempt from a referral is 60 square metres. A Government Gazette has
previously exempted farm buildings up to 100 square metres which are located above the 1956
flood plain from a DEW referral. Suggest including a similar exemption policy to allow for farm
buildings or outbuildings up to 100 square metres and located above the flood plain to be exempt
from a referral. For this to be applicable the mapping needs to show the 1956 flood plain.
Alterations and additions of an existing dwelling:
- Support inclusion in the exemption criteria. It would be of assistance to have some
clarification/guidance on what is minor (e.g. extending the dwelling a further 50% of total floor
area)?
In-ground pool above 1956 flood plain:
- Support inclusion within the list of exemptions.
Suggestions:
- Inclusion of dependent accommodation in exemption criteria if outside of flood plain and not sited
between dwelling and river.
- Is referral for solar panels required? Suggest inclusion within exemption list.
General comment:
There will still be a number of applications sent to DEW as the referral list defaults to all development
in the River Murray Protection Area requiring a referral unless explicitly exempted.
The River Murray Protection Area excludes certain towns (Mannum, Morgan) which is supported.
However, consideration should be given to including other main towns within the exemption list
including Swan Reach (with the exception of the designated shack area) and Blanchetown (with the
exception of the designated shack area). This will streamline applications within these towns by
removing a possible referral trigger.
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Environment Protection Authority (EPA)
-

-

Dwellings within the River Murray Flood Plain and not connected to CMWS/sewer no longer
trigger a referral to the EPA.
One of the referral triggers is based on the amount of human wastewater generated from a peak
loading capacity (capacity of 40 persons or more than 6000 litres/day) rather than all development
which is non-complying and not connected to CMWS. This altered referral trigger could potentially
mean that dwellings in the flood plain which are not connected to a CWMS or STEDS would not
be referred to the EPA. This change would require stringent wastewater policy within the Code to
ensure Council has the ability to refuse an application if the wastewater is not adequately
managed on the site.
An application is complicated if there is no CWMS scheme yet in place. Does this mean that the
relevant assessment authority is entirely responsible for ensuring waste is adequately managed
with no consultation with the EPA?

General comment:
The number of EPA referrals will be reduced as there is no reference to restricted development with
no CWMS/sewer connection requiring a referral. This is a good outcome as currently there are
swimming pools, jetties and other similar development located in the River Murray Protection Area
requiring a referral when there will be no real impact on the onsite waste systems or the River Murray.
Non Spatial Referrals
Environment Protection Authority (EPA)
The inclusion of 10m3 of excavation as a minimum to trigger a referral will reduce the number of
referrals that are potentially inconsequential to the riverbank (i.e. boat ramps which would be referred
to DEW regardless of the EPA referral).
Commissioner of Highways
Referrals to the Commissioner of Highways are prescribed in Overlays within the new Code rather
than being non-spatial:
-

Future Road Widening Overlay
Advertising Near Signalised Intersections Overlay
Key Outback and Rural Route Overlay
Major Urban Transport Route Overlay
Noise and Air Emissions Overlay
Traffic Generating Development Overlay
Urban Transport Routes Overlay.

The major transport routes within the Mid Murray Council have been included in the Key Outback and
Rural Route Overlay. The inclusion of the referral trigger in the Overlay section of the Code is a good
outcome as the mapping shows which allotments are applicable to the referral trigger.
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General Matters

A Store in the General Neighbourhood, Suburban Neighbourhood, Housing Diversity Neighbourhood,
Residential Neighbourhood, Deferred Urban and Rural Living Zones is not Restricted whilst in the
current Development Plan it is non-complying in equivalent Zones. Under the Code, a Store will be
Performance Assessed , but there is inadequate policy to limit and/or guide key built form aspects
such as size and height of Stores and to guide the circumstances where they might be supported or
opposed , and to avert a potential high probability of appeals where such are refused .
As you would respect, Stores on vacant land are not an orderly development outcome, and poses a
serious issue in reg ional SA with the proliferation of people living in sheds and leading to visual,
amenity, public health (wastewater issues) and illegal changes in land use. It is suggested that more
detailed and robust policy is included to discourage Stores being constructed where not envisaged .
It appears that the 'Dwelling Excision Overlay' which was initially applicable to Mid Murray Council
has since been removed . Suggest that this applies to the Rural Zone as it is becoming more frequent
that larger land holdings have no use for existing dwellings.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Draft Plann ing and Design Code . Mid
Murray Council also would like to commend the State Planning Commission for its work in delivering
planning reforms.
Should you require any further information or clarification pl ease contact Council's Director Development & Environmental Services, Jake McVicar, at th e Cambrai office on 8564 6020 or via
email at
@mid-murray.sa.gov.au .

Yours faithfully,

David Burgess
MAYOR

Enc.

Murray River Alliance Submission
River Murray International Dark Sky Reserve Map
Light Management Plan
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------------Introduction

1.0 Introduction
1.1

Background

In 2018, URPS was engaged by Regional Development Australia Murraylands and Riverland (RDAMR) and
Murray River Alliance SA (MRA) to undertake a review and provide strategic advice on how current
Development Plan policy for the Murray River “corridor” should be transitioned into the initial version of
the Planning and Design Code (Code). In addition, this advice considered what broader amendments
might be considered in any future review of the Code.
This culminated in the preparation of the Murray River Corridor Policies: Transitioning to the Code report
dated 20 December 2018 (previous report).

1.2

Code Engagement and Implementation

The Planning and Design Code is being consulted and implemented in two phases depending on the
location and characteristics of the Council in question. Since the release of the initial report the timing for
community engagement and Code implementation has become clear.
The following summarises the implementation of the Code across the original study area Councils:
Phase 2 Councils (Rural Areas) – Implementation April 2020:
•

Berri Barmera Council

•

Coorong District Council

•

District Council of Karoonda East Murray

•

District Council of Loxton Waikerie

•

Renmark Paringa Council

Phase 3 Councils (Urban Areas) – Implementation July 2020:
•

Alexandrina Council

•

Mid Murray Council

•

Rural City of Murray Bridge

Councils located within Phase 2 implementation have until late November 2019 to make submission,
whilst Phase 3 Councils will have until late February 2020 to make submission. These periods align with
the implementation schedule noted above.

1.3

Purpose of this Paper

This paper represents the “Murray River Alliance SA (MRA)” submission to the draft Planning and Design
Code for Phases 2 and 3. Noting that the MRA may provide an updated submission associated with Phase
3 only. This submission should be considered by the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure
(DPTI) in addition to other submissions being prepared by local governments and allied associations.

www.urps.com.au
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1.4

Scope of Work – Stage 2

Stage 2 of the River Murray Corridor Policies Project builds upon the original report and provides a
comparison between current Development Plan policy, draft Planning and Design Code policy, and
highlights areas of difference between those policy amendments highlighted initially and the policy as
released by DPTI. This information provides an opportunity for the provision of both collective and
individual submissions to the DPTI and State Planning Commission (SPC).

1.5

The Study Area

The study area associated with Stage 2 encompasses policies for the following zones that abut the Murray
River:
•

River Murray Flood Zone (within Berri-Barmera, Coorong District, Karoonda East Murray, Land not
within a Council area (Riverland), Loxton, Waikerie, Murray Bridge and Renmark Paringa Council
Development Plans.

•

River Murray Fringe Zone (within Berri-Barmera, Coorong District, Karoonda East Murray, Land not
within a Council area (Riverland), Loxton Waikerie, Murray Bridge and Renmark Paringa Council
Development Plans.

•

River Murray Zone (within the Mid Murray Council Development Plan).

•

Conservation Zone (within the Alexandrina Council, Development Plan).

2
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------------Policy Comparison

2.0 Policy Comparison
2.1

Identified Issues

In preparing the initial report, a collection of current River Murray policy issues were identified. This arose
from a range of sources and previous work and provided a snapshot of the consistent issues/areas of
contention which have resulted from various policy amendments along the River over time.
In addition to the identification of issues, a series of possible solutions were made for consideration of the
DPTI in preparing the draft and final Code which would assist in achieving consistency and addressing
policy conflict.

2.2

Proposed Policy – Planning and Design Code

The following tables include a comparison between the issues raised in the initial report and the resulting
policy approach implemented via the release of the Draft Code (Table 1) and additional matters raised
throughout the process and the Codes proposed response (Table 2).

www.urps.com.au
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Policy Comparison

Table 1: Issues Comparison
Topic

Issue

Options for Possible Solutions
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Identification
of Areas Prone
to Floodinc

Many types of development are restricted
from developing/expanding into the a rea
identified as su bject to flooding.

Wit hin a risk matrix framework (e.g.
considerat ion of likelihood and
conseq uence) of proposed developments,
consider increasing the list of e nvisaged
land uses and minimising the cu rrent list of
non-complying developments. These
recommendations can then be incorporated
within the Code.

The Code proposes a new zone structure which is to
be affected by the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay
discussed below.

Wh ile there is a need to promote
appropriate economic activity, policy
makers also mu st be cognisa nt of the
need to manage environmental and
heritage (both First Peoples and
European) impacts.

Potential exceptions to non-complying land
uses identified in t he 2013 land Use Study
and Development Plan Review f or the Lawer
Murray Flood Plain incl uded (subject to
conditions):

•
•
•
•
•
•

Horticulture;
Ca rava n park, motel and tourist
accommodation;
Some forms of shops;
Some forms of indu stries;

The primary zone affecting the river channel and
backwaters is the Conservation Zone wh ich is a
consolidation of those areas currently zoned River
Murray Flood Zone, parts of the River Murray Zone
or Conservation Zone under current Development
Plans.
Pro12osed Conservat ion Zone
The Conservation Zone is intended to conserve and
en hance the natu ral environment and limit
development. In many cases, the current policy
allows for the replacement of a detached dwell ing in
the River Murray Flood Zone and certain Policy Area s
within the River Murray Zone. The proposed
Conservation Zone removes this exce ption and
represents a sign ificant shift in the policy approach
applied in these specific circumstances.

Commercia l forestry .

Changes to assessment approaches shou ld
be based on appropriate investigations to
ensu re unintended environmental
conseq uences a re minimised.

-

•

Seek the reinstated of policy
wh ich permits t he replacement
of existing detached dwell ings
in-line with current policy
controls. This could be via a
mod ified Dwelling Subzone.

• There is a "Rura l Shack
Settlement Zone". This Zone
should be considered for
applicat ion over shack areas.

•

La nd based aq uaculture;

Wit h or without condit ions, con sider
processes that minimise referrals and/ or
permit appropriately designed buildings in
t hese areas.

.. .- - - ~

Dwellings in Rural Shack
Settlement Zone/ shack areas
should be performance
assessed.

Pro12osed Ru ral Zone
Areas currently zoned River Murray Fringe Zone have
been absorbed into a range of other zones, primarily
the Ru ral Zone. These area s will be su bject to the
River Murray Flood Plain Overlay. A review of the
Rura l Zone confirms that a range of addit ional la nd
uses are identified as Deemed-to-Satisfy, irrespective
of the Overlay, subject to compliance with the Code.
These incl ude, but are not limited to :
• Horticulture
• Tourist Accommodation
• Shop

4
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Table 1: Issues Comparison
Topic

Issue

Options for Possible Solutions
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Many Development Plans use the 1956
Flood Level/line as the extent of flooding.
It is understood that some Development
Plans do not accurately reflect the actual
1956 flood level event.

In collaboration with t he Department for
Environment and Water and DPTI update
Development Plan/ Code maps to reflect
the accurate boundary of the 1956 Flood
Level.

In addition, t he majority, if not all, of the previous
the River Murray Fringe Zone is subject to the
provisions of the Limited Land Division Overlay. This
Overlay restricts the creation of new allot ments and
is largely consistent with the current policy
approach.

The "River Murray Flood Plain Area" of
t he "River Murray Protection Area"
established under t he River Murray Act
2003 is wider in extent than the 1956
flood pla in of the Mu rray River. This
means that referrals pursuant to Schedule
8 of the Development Regulations mean
t hat some development applications on
land located outside of the 1956 flood
level are still referred to t he Minister for
t he River Mu rray. While the referral may
be justified, it adds a level of complexity
to interpreting "the flood plain" for
applicants and planning aut horities.

The SPC "Natural Resources and
Environment: Policy Discussion Paper"
(Aug 2018) ident ifies the following
questions:
Should we instead use the 1956
a)
flood data as an indicator of risk
in the future?

b)

Should sheds be made an
exempt ion from the requirement
to refer notice under the River
Murray Act 2003.

www.urps.com.au

Where pract ical, consider the pros and cons
of:
• Creating greater consistency with the
1956 Flood Level with the River Murray
Prot ect ion Area;
Minimise
referrals of certain
•
development on sites located outside
of the 1956 Flood Level but within the
River Murray Flood Plain Area.
In collaboration with t he Department for
Environment and Water and DPTI review if
the 1956 Flood Level is an appropriate level
to be concerned about flooding (e.g.
Councils have typically considered avoiding
development within parts of t he 1:100 ARI
flood level). Considerat ion of a risk
management framework for certain forms
of development based on previous flood
levels as follows:
• Above 1956 Flood Level - green light
• Between 1956 and 1974 Flood Levels amber light
• Below 1974 Flood Level - red light.

Flood Mapping
The draft Code has sought to standardise the
application of planning policies across the State. In
doing so, a single River M urray Flood Plain Ove rlay
has been applied for t he length of the Murray River
which identifies areas subject to flooding and the
application of the Overlay.
It is noted that the extent shown as being subject to
the provisions of the Overlay match that of the 'River
Murray Protection Area' as delineated in the River
Murray Act 2003 and associated River Murray
Regulations, 2017. This boundary differs from t he
identified 1956 Flood Pla in Boundary which is either
shown as in existing Development Constraint Maps
or identified via zoning and policy area controls. It is
highlighted t hat the 1956 Flood Level is not
delineated in t he new Code, however plays a crucial
role in properly assessing site constraints and to
avoid inappropriate developments occurring in
potentially hazardous areas. It is noted however t hat
Overlay content specifically references the flood
level when providing guidance on DTS provisions.
The result of this broader Overlay application is a
'trigger' of the policies contained in the Overlay for a
greater number of zones and proposed land uses.
This is particularly evident in t he Riverland Councils.
Hazard Exposure
As noted, the Code does not attempt to ident ify the
actual 1956 Flood Plain Area, rather opt ing to util ise
the River Murray Protection Area. It is understood
that current mapping may not accurately identify t he
extent of a 100-year ARI event and is a somewhat

.. .- - - ~
-

•

Seek clarity from DPTI on the
rat ionale for the use of the River
Murray Protect ion Area as
opposed to current 1956 flood
mapping contained in
Development Plans.

•

Seek reinstatement of the 1956
flood level (e.g. demarcation of
the extent) within t he overlay as
an additional element. This will
provide clarity and remove
reliance on mapping held by
individua l Council's.

• The areas of Renmark and other
townships, urban areas and
caravan parks within t he flood
levee protect ion area should be
excluded from the flood
mapping.

•

Work with DPTI and DEW to
deterrnine both t he accuracy
and currency of 1956 flood plain
mapping and to introduce
elements of exposure and
vulnerability. In doing so,
consider the inclusion of new
mapping to address identified
flood risk arising from the 1974
flood. This will provide greater
understanding of flood
characteristics and pot ent ially
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Policy Comparison

Table 1: Issues Comparison
Topic

Issue

Options for Possible Solutions
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rudimentary test which does not seek to delineate
exposure, which is recognised to vary sign ificantly
across the flood plain.
Restricted Development
The Conservation Zone includes a "Visitor Experience
Subzone". The Conservation Zone lists "Tourist
Accommodation" as restricted development in the
Subzone. Councils' preference is that Tourist
Accommodation should be listed as a performance
assessed development.

.. .- - - ~
-

delineate between areas of risk,
in turn facilitating development
across the flood plain.

Remove "Tourist Accommodation
in the Visitor Experience Subzone"
from the Conservation Zone's
restricted development
classification.

Referrals
There is little change to legislative requirement for
referral to the Prescribed Body where an application
is located within the River Murray Floodplain Area
(as defined in the River Murray Act, 2003). It is
noted that most exceptions to referral as currently
prescribed in the Development Regulations, 2008
carry through to the Code; however there appears to
be a softening of language to provide greater levels
of discretion to the relevant authority to deterrnine a
development to be 'minor in natu re'. It is important
to note that, given the wider application of the
Overlay over areas which were previously not
identified as being subject to referral, there is a risk
that development within add itiona l areas will
prompt referral.
River M urray
Frince Zone

The Fringe Zone is contained within the
Berri Barrnera, Coorong District, Karoonda
East Murray, Land not within a Council
area (Riverland), Loxton Waikerie, Murray
Bridge and Renmark Paringa Councils
Development Plans.
At this stage, it appears that there are
min imal differences between the policies
contained in the Fringe Zone and the
River Murray Flood Zone. The additional
zone may not serve any practical

6

Consider, incorporating the Fringe Zone into
an updated River Murray Flood Zone, or
where appropriate, into neighbouring
Primary Production Zone.

As described above, those areas currently zoned
River Murray Fringe have been rezoned Rural Zone.
In addition, the provisions of the River Murray Flood
Plain Overlay apply.

The draft Code has addressed a
num ber of the initial issues
identified.

In addit ion to the consideration of a merged
zone, it may be appropriate to prepare an
"Overlay" in associat ion with the new Code.
At this preliminary stage, it is considered
that both an overlay or merged zone can be
effective.
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Land currently zoned Conservation in the Coorong,
Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth remains zoned as
such under the proposed Code.

The draft Code has addressed a
num ber of the initial issues
identified.

Table 1: Issues Comparison
Topic

Conservat ion
Zone

Issue

Options for Possible Solutions

purposes.

Another option, identified in the 2013 Land
Use Study and Development Plan Review for
the Lower Murray Flood Plain, was to
remove some forms of development from
the non-complying list to allow on merit
assessments, and to provide a consistent list
of exceptions.

The Conservation Zone is contained
within the Alexandrina Council
Development Plan. The zone provisions
are based on those for the Conservation
Zone in the SAPPL, with an extensive
num ber of local addit ions. Objectives for
the Zone include:
The conservat ion and enhancement
of the natural environment and
natu ra l ecological processes for their
historic, scientific, landscape, faunal
habitat biodiversity and cultural
values.
Provision of opportunities for the
public to experience and appreciate
the significance of the native
vegetation and original remnant
natu ra l habitat of the area through
low impact recreational activities
and interpretive facilities.
The maintenance of the water
quality of Lake Alexandrina, the
Murray River and associated
waterways.

Options include consider reviewing
boundary of the Conservation Zone with the
objective to reta in the Zone and/or
incorporating the Conservation Zone into an
updated River Murray Zone/ Overlay, or
where appropriate, into neighbouring
Primary Production Zone with associated
policy. For instance, appropriately designed
and implemented primary production can
be undertaken in the Conservation Zone.

.

-

.
.

This compares with Objectives for the
River Murray Flood Zone wh ich include:
Bu ildings and structures excluded
from the zone where they are likely
to impede or be damaged by
floodwaters and/or fluctuating pool
levels of the River Murray.
The conservat ion and improvement
of water aualitv that sustains the

.
.
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Policy Comparison

Table 1: Issues Comparison
Topic

Issue

.
River M urray
Zone

Conservation Policy Area
Flood Plan Policy Area
Primary Production Policy Area
Recreation and Tourism Policy Area
River Settlement Policy Area
Shack Settlement Policy Area
Cadell (Horticu lt ure) Policy Area
► Cadell Basin Area (Horticu lt ure)
Precinct 1
► Rim Area (Ru ral living) Precinct 2
► Settlement Precinct 3.

A number of policies w ith in t he River
Murray Zone, which are considered to
provide better policy guidance and
development outcomes, are not
replicated in other Development Plans
along the River.

8
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There is potential to rationalise some of
these policy areas by e ither:
Consolidat ing them into zone policies
(e.g. combination of Flood Zone/
Primary Product ion Zone)
Creating a new Zone (e.g. Settlement
Zone or similar)

The Code consolidates all existing River Murray
zon ing across Mid-Murray Council into one of the
following:
• Conservat ion Zone (River Murray Zone,
Floodplain Policy Area & Conservat ion Policy
Area)

.. .- - -~
-

natura l environment and natura l
ecologica l processes associated with
t he Murray River in areas as defined
by the River Murray Act, 2003.
Conservation of the natura l features
of the river environment.

The River Murray Zone is contained within
t he Mid Murray Council Development
Plan and contains the following Policy
Areas and Precincts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Options for Possible Solutions

.
.

It is not ed, Mid-Mu rray Council is keen to
ensure t he Shack Settlement Policy Area (or
some similar zone/overlay) should be
retained given the large number of sites
(e.g. over 2000 shack sites) in the MMC
area.

Policies wit hin the River Murray Zone,
relating to:
• River structures (jetties/pontoons);
• Moorings;
• Retaining walls;
• Dwelling/shack design;
• Underfloor clearance heights;
• Benchmark for acceptable practice for
waste disposa l in t he floodpla in
should be considered for inclusion in the
Code to apply genera lly for such
development along t he River.

•

Rural Zone (River Murray Zone - Primary
Product ion Policy Area)

•

Rural Shack Settlement Zone (River Mu rray
Zone - Shack Settlement Policy Area)

•

Rural Settlement Zone (River Murray Zone River Settlement Policy Area)

The draft Code has addressed a
number of the initia l issues
identified.

Current non-complying controls relat ing to dwell ings
conta ined in the River Murray Zone, Floodplain
Policy Area (e.g. replacement dwelling on ly) carry
through to the Conservation Zone via the Dwelling
Subzone. Th is subzone allows for the consideration
of a replacement dwell ing.
The introduction of the River Murray Flood Plain
Overlay has included number of policies to gu ide the
design and siting of retaining walls, floating pontoons
and jetties. Th is is further emphasised via guiding
figu res and diagrams, similar to those contained in
the Mid Mu rray Council Development Plan currently

www.urps.com.au
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Table 1: Issues Comparison
Topic

Issue

Options for Possible Solutions
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Land Uses

It is understood that t he release of the
new Code will be accompanied wit h new
land used definitions'. However, in the
meant ime, the industry will continue to
use land use definitions contained in the
Development Regulations and common ly
accepted dictionary defin it ions.

Within a risk ma naging context (that is,
consider consequences and likelihood
before necessary listing developments as
non-complying (or Restrict ed in t he new
system), it is recommended to:

Part 7 of the Code is ded icated to 'Land Use
Defin it ions' and replaces the cu rrent defin it ions list
conta ined in Schedu le 1 of the Development
Regulations 2008. Th is list includes the land use term
definition and those activities wh ich are included or
excluded from the respective defin it ion.

•

Reduce the number of non-complying
development applications;

•

Pot ent ially increase the qua lity of
planning policies that can be used to
assess on-merit application;

•

Increase the list of envisaged land uses
in planning policy (t his in itself does not
mean that the land use must/ will be
approved - it still needs to comply with
a range of policy).

A review of the Code confirms that all land uses
occurring with in the Conservation Zone will be e ither

Performance Assessed (rough ly translating to Merit
in the current system), except for very few land uses
identified as Restricted. Where a land use is not
specifically identified as belonging to a specific
assessment pathway the 'defau lt' will be
Performance Assessed .

.. .- - - ~
-

Given the sh ift of a number of
developments from non-complying
to performance assessed, it
highlights the importance of having
comprehensive policy guidance on
what forms of development are
appropriate and how they shou ld
be designed etc.
M id Murray in particu lar have

comprehensive policy on retaining
walls, jetties, mooring facilities etc.
which shou ld to be replicated and
complemented wit h other policies
relat ing to tou rism and farming/
horticu ltu re.

The Performance Assessed pathway is supported by
a substantia l su ite of general policies which will apply
in addition to the Zone controls.

Local council and DPTI plan ners continue to
collaboratively add ress these issues in the
new Code and aim to minimise
inconsistencies.
Emercinc Land
Uses.

There are a number of emerging land uses
t hat are becoming more prominent within
t he region. Once of these land uses
appears to be sola r renewable energy
facilities.
Although there are a number of State
level renewable policies, they are
generally (but not exclusively) focussed on
guiding the development of wind
t urbines. Additiona l policy gu idance is
need to guide the development of sola r
facilities.

1

Increase policy guidance for a range of
emerging land uses, in particular sola r
facilities.

In July 2019, the State Commission Assessment Panel
(SCAP) re leased its discussion paper t it led Discussion
Paper on Proposed Changes to Renewable Energy
Policy in the Planning and Design Code' . In this Paper
the SCAP recogn ised the evolving nature of
renewable energy facilit ies, the largely mixed
technology approach and the lack of policy around
facilit ies other t han w ind farms (e.g. sola r and
battery storage).

The draft Code has addressed a
number of the initia l issues
identified.
Seek greater clarity if renewable
energy facilit ies, particula rly sola r
facilities in a flood prone area are
appropriate.

Part 7 of the Code provides a new definition for
'Renewable Energy Facility' which broadens the
current approach wh ich is wind fa rm focussed to
include development in the form of:
• Battery storage facility

Refer to https://www.saplanningportal.sa.gov.au/ _ data/assets/pdf_file/0007/435787/Introduction_ to_Tech nical_Discussion_Pa per_-_Future_land_ use_definitions_and_ classes.pdf
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Policy Comparison

Table 1: Issues Comparison
Topic

Issue

Options for Possible Solutions

~ ~ ~ L i l u_:1•~sy;~

•

Greater focus needs to be placed with
respect to understanding local
implications of climate change.

.. .- - - ~
-

Pumped hyd ro

• Solar power facility
• Wave power generator
• Wind fa rm

Monitor and
Evaluation

Having regard to t he fact there will be
several generat ions of the Code, this
framework provides an important
opportunity for Council's and DPTI to
mon itor the impacts of the Code and
respond.

Establish a framework with in Cou ncil / DPTI
to regularly monitor and eva luate the
practical implications of policies contained
within the New Code and incorporate
updates in the second generation.
There may be an opportunity to log issues in
a common Council database/webpage that
are discussed at regular regional planning
meetings

Th is new approach is supported by the introduction
of new General Code Content in the form of
'Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facility'.
There has been little information released about 1)
the opport unity for Councils to seek amendment to
the Code and 2) the process to amend the Code
following its implementation.

•

Record Code issues/areas of
concern and act ively engage
with DPTI to seek regular and
t imely updates.

It wou ld be advantageous for:
issues/areas of concern that are raised via the
draft Code consultation process to be recorded

•
•

new issues which arise following implementation
to be recorded and reported to DPTI

• Act ively pursue key amendments via the Regional
Planning/Joint Planning Board process wh ich align
wit h the region's future direction.

In addit ion t o t he above, a number of addit ional matters were raised post t he preparat ion of t he St age 1 report. These are addressed below in Table 2.

Acknowledcement
of existinc
Settlements

Cu rrent Development Plan policy does
not acknowledge Blanchetown and
Mu rbko as Settlements in their own
right.

The Code replaces the existing Murray River Zone (Shack Settlement Policy Area) at Murbko and
Blanchetown w ith the Rural Shack Settlement Zone.

Nil

Acid Sulphate
Soils

Question basis for the inclusion of new
mapping of Acid Su lphate Soils, noting
that there is no information to explain
this inclusion w ithin t he Code.

The Code proposes the inclusion of the 'Hazards (Acid Su lfate Soils) Overlay. This overlay is intended
to provide policy cont rol to those activities.

• Confirm with DPTI t he basis of
mapping and review frequency.

10
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._
Australian Heicht
Datum (AHO)
Policy

Proliferation of
pumps
Townships and
urban areas
w ithin the River
M urray Flood

Policy Comparison

~- - - - .... -- - -

.. .- - . ~

It is assumed that t he information used to inform the Overlay is based on previous work undertaken
in approx. 2009 by Department of Environment and Water (DEW) in t he form of "Acid Sulfate Soil
Potential'. This study was based on an interpretation of soil landscape ma p units wh ich were
classified according to t he proportion of area susceptible to t he development of acid su lfate soils. It
wou ld appea r from reviewing th is initia l ma p that t he Code on ly identifies area with a suscept ibility
of 30% or greater.

• Seek clarity for a review of t he
currency and accuracy of t his
mapping.

A number of Development Plans along
the Murray River corridor reference
Australian Height Datum (AH O) as a
benchmark for minimum t he sit ing of
new development.

The use of AHO information is absent in t he Code w hich may lead to unintended circumstances/
consequences, particu larly in the absence of other guiding policy such as the inclusion of the 1956
flood level.

• For t hose Council's where a
known minimum AHO has been
determined, request DPTI to
insert a 'Technical and Numeric
Va riation' Overlay to insert t hese
levels.

How can plan ning authorit ies control
the proliferation of pumps.

The Flood Resilience policy in the River Murray Flood Overlay is su pported, however, t here is
concern how a planning authority can appropriately manage the pro liferation of pumps under DTS
7.3.
The Code includes townships and urban areas wit hin the River Murray Flood Overlay Area. These
townsh ips and urban areas should be excluded to avoid minor deemed to satisfy developments from
be ing tripped in performance assessed.

• Seek clarification from DPTI.

For instance, a petrol fill ing st ation is performance assessed and a dwelling is restricted? Why is a
petrol; fill ing station performance based?

• Request DPTI to add ress

Imm

Minor deemed to satisfy developments
from being t ripped in performance
assessed

lla.Tti~:..,.-,.rt"II• Ill• !.L•~I~..IJ

-

• Request DPTI to exclude the
River Murray Flood Overlay Area
from townships and urban areas.

Overlay A rea
Conservation Zone

Inconsistency of approach.

Further, policy shou ld be riverine refe rence based, not just coasta l based.

inconsist encies.

• Request DPTI to update
Conservat ion Zone policies to
a lso have regard to riverine
environments.

Climate Chance

Insufficient policy direction.

There are many examples through Phase Two of improvements from Phase One and good
approaches to mit igat ing cl imate impacts. However, there is still inadequate refe rence to t he
consideration of risks now and into the future, given the projected increasing frequency and intensity
of extreme weather events. The Coasta l Overlay refers to cu rrent and futu re hazards wh ich is
commended however t his is not the case for all other haza rds.
The Draft Phase One PDC included Performance Outcomes relating to Environmenta l Protection or
Hazard Risk Minimisation . It is understood the intent is t hat these issues be managed th rough t he
overlays including t hose relating to nat ive vegetation and water (for environmenta l protection) and
hazards includ ing bushfire and flood

www.urps.com.au

Reinstate t he hazard risk
minimisat ion Performance
Outcome for all zones where
personal or public safety may be
an issue and add a reference to
futu re hazards. E.g. "Habita ble
buildings designed and sited to
manage the risks of natu ral
hazards on persona l and public
safety and property."
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Recommend a consistent
a pproach to identifying the
impact of climate change on
futu re risks be applied to all
bushfire and flood hazard
overlays."
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------------Conclusions

3.0 Conclusions
This paper represents the “Murray River Alliance SA (MRA)” submission to the draft Planning and Design
Code for Phases 2 and 3. Noting that the MRA may provide an updated submission associated with Phase
3 only. This submission should be considered by DPTI in addition to other submissions being prepared by
local governments and allied associations.
The draft Code has adopted several of the policy recommendations associated with the Stage 1 report
and has certainly reduced the number of non-complying (now referred to as “Restricted” developments).
However, DPTI should be encouraged to address the following issues in the draft Code:
•

In areas identified as being subject to flooding, seek the reinstatement of policy which permits the
replacement of existing detached dwellings in-line with current policy controls. This could be via a
modified Dwelling Subzone (or via the Rural Shack Settlement Zone in shack areas which have not
already been included in this zone).

•

Seek clarity from DPTI on the rationale for the use of the River Murray Protection Area as opposed to
current 1956 flood mapping contained in Development Plans.

•

Seek the reinstatement of the 1956 flood level (e.g. demarcation of the extent) within the overlay as
an additional element. This will provide clarity and remove reliance on mapping held by individual
Council’s.

•

Existing townships a (including Renmark), urban areas and Caravan Parks (e.g. Paisley, Loxton,
Waikerie, Renmark and Berri etc), within the flood levee protection area should be excluded from
the flood mapping.

•

Work with DPTI and DEW to determine both the accuracy and currency of 1956 flood plain mapping
and to introduce elements of exposure and vulnerability. In doing so, consider the inclusion of new
mapping to address identified flood risk arising from the 1974 flood. This will provide greater
understanding of flood characteristics and potentially delineate between areas of risk, in turn
facilitating appropriate development across the flood plain.

•

With respect to the inclusion of the ‘Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay, seek clarity for a review of
the currency and accuracy of this mapping.

•

For those Council’s where a known minimum AHD has been determined, request DPTI to reinsert a
‘Technical and Numeric Variation’ Overlay to insert these levels.

•

Request DPTI to address inconsistencies in policy. For instance, with the Conservation Zone a petrol
filling station is performance assessed and a dwelling is restricted? Why is a petrol filling station
performance based?

•

Request DPTI to update Conservation Zone policies to also have regard to riverine environments.

www.urps.com.au
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•

Continue to monitor and evaluate Code issues/areas of concern and actively engage DPTI to
undertake regular and timely updates.

•

Provide greater policy framework relating to adapting to climate change.

14
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LIGHT MANAGEMENT PLAN
River Murray Dark Sky Reserve
Information contained within this document has been reproduced and altered from the ‘Dark Sky Planning
Guideline- Protecting the observing conditions of Siding Spring’, produced by the Department of Planning and
Environment, NSW. Permission has been granted from the Department of Planning Environment to reproduce
this information.

INTRODUCTION
This Light Management Plan has been developed to ensure that the proposed “River Murray
Dark Sky Reserve” satisfies the criteria set by the International Dark Sky Association and
should be read in conjunction with the Dark Sky Policy adopted by the Mid Murray Council.
The Plan is required to ensure that the already naturally dark sky in this region is not only
protected, but also further enhanced, through various measures, including lighting education
programs, a reduction in the number of lights and modifications to existing outdoor light
fittings and globes. The “River Murray Dark Sky Reserve” is a community project, largely
driven by Mid Murray Landcare SA Inc.
AIMS
The aims of this Light Management Plan are –
1) To raise community awareness of the “River Murray Dark Sky Reserve” and seek
their assistance in maintaining the Dark Sky.
2) To ensure that Council, other Government bodies and private landholders within the
“River Murray Dark Sky Reserve” understand how they can assist in preserving,
enhancing and promoting the Dark Sky Reserve concept.
3) To ensure all new public lighting meets International Dark Sky Standards.
4) To retrofit existing outdoor public lighting to meet the International Dark Sky
standards.
This Light Management Plan conforms to all local, regional and national legislation. It
provides additional policy not mentioned in the following legislation:
1. The Development Act 1993 and Development Regulations 2008.
2. The Mid Murray Council Development Plan.
3. Australian Standards for public lighting AS 4282 (Control of the obtrusive effects of
outdoor lighting), AS 1158 (Lighting for roads and public spaces) and AS 2560
(Sports lighting).
WHERE THIS DOCUMENT APPLIES
This document applies to the geographical area to be known as the “River Murray Dark Sky
Reserve”. As shown in figure 1, this area spans between the eastern and western boarders
of the Mid Murray Council area and includes the southern portion of the Council area
(excluding Mannum). The northern boundary of the reserve includes the township of
Blanchetown.
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Figure 1: Map of Mid Murray Dark Sky Reserve
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WHY A DARK SKY?
Light pollution has a detrimental effect on the ability to view the night sky and poses a threat
to the native fauna and flora. Excess lighting impacts on nocturnal animals and
unnecessarily wastes energy. The Dark Sky Reserve aims to preserve, protect and enhance
the night sky of the Mid Murray region.
WHAT IS GOOD LIGHTING?
Good lighting directs light where it is needed, does not cause glare and is only needed for its
intended use. Good lighting does not shine above a horizontal plane and is appropriately
contained so that it does not cause nuisance to neighbours.
EXISTING LIGHTING IN THE MID MURRAY DARK SKY RESERVE
There is a wide variety of existing outdoor lighting within the “River Murray Dark Sky
Reserve”. A positive aspect of the location of this Reserve is that it is in an area which is not
subject to large development pressures, and therefore it is unlikely any new substantial
arrays of lighting will be developed in this area in the coming years.
Conservation Parks
There are five conservation parks within the Dark Sky Reserve area; Swan Reach
Conservation Park, Marne Valley Conservation Park, Ridley Conservation Park, Brookfield
Conservation Park and Ngaut Nguat Conservation Park. The Swan Reach Conservation
Park is the core site of the reserve. Development is restricted in these sites for conservation
purposes. There is no current outdoor lighting in the conservation parks.
Ferries
There are three ferries which operate within the Reserve area 24 hours a day. Ferries
operate at Walker Flat, Purnong and Swan Reach. Due to safety requirements, the lighting
on these ferries is required to be bright. These lights will be retrofitted to meet the
International Dark Sky Standards for outdoor lighting within 10 years of Dark Sky
Accreditation.
Shack areas and Townships
Street lights are located within some shack areas and townships in the Dark Sky Reserve.
All street lighting in these areas will be retrofitted to meet the International Dark Sky
Standards for outdoor lighting within 10 years of Dark Sky Accreditation.
Commercial properties
As the area contains some commercial operations, some level of commercial lighting will be
required to be maintained, however Mid Murray Council and the Mid Murray Landcare SA
Inc. will work with owners of commercial premises to ensure outdoor lighting and illuminated
advertising signage meet the International Dark Sky Standards.
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Rural areas
The Mid Murray Council has many rural farming properties. These areas are generally free
of streetlights and outdoor lighting.

MANAGEMENT OF LIGHTS
Given the vast expanse of the proposed “River Murray Dark Sky Reserve”, and the complex
land tenure arrangements (many hundreds of privately owned parcels of land), it is proposed
that this matter be approached from a community education perspective, with all private
landowners being encouraged to upgrade existing external lights to be compliant with the
International Dark Sky standards.
Demonstration site- Cambrai
To raise awareness of the reserve and educate the Mid Murray community about good
lighting, the main street of Cambrai will be established as a demonstration site which will
display different types of lighting which are deemed to be compliant. With a population of
under 300, Cambrai is home to Council offices, a general store, a hotel and local services
including a school and swimming pool. Cambrai is a central destination in the Reserve.
Statutory requirements
The Mid Murray Council has a statutory role regarding new development in accordance with
the Development Act 1993, Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016, the Building
Code of Australia and the Mid Murray Council Development Plan. The Mid Murray Council
will liaise with the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure to integrate lighting
policy in the statutory development policies.
Lighting Standards and Guidelines in the Mid Murray Dark Sky Reserve
Installation of all outdoor public lighting on Council owned land and public street lighting shall
be ‘Dark Sky friendly’. Outdoor lighting needs to meet the following criteria to be considered
‘Dark Sky friendly’.
•
•
•
•
•

Lights with greater than 500 lumens must be fully shielded to prevent any light being
emitted at or above the horizontal plane.
Be fitted with motion sensors or timers where possible.
Have a coordinated colour temperature (CCT) less than 3000 K.
Be switched off when not needed.
Not emit light on white or other reflective surfaces.

The following principles are adopted for all outdoor lighting within the Reserve:
Principle 1: Only use light when needed
Outdoor public lighting should only be installed when deemed necessary and should only be
activated when needed. Motion sensors and timers should be installed, where practical, to
ensure that outdoor lighting is only used when needed. If there are no motion sensors and
timers installed, lights should be switched off when not in use.
4

Principle 2: Use energy efficient globes
Lighting should be energy efficient to reduce carbon footprint. Lighting should have a
maximum correlated colour temperature (CCT) limit of 3000k to be considered ‘dark sky
friendly’. It is recommended that the CCT value does not exceed 2000K. ‘Warm’ lighting has
a lower CCT value, causes fewer disturbances to wildlife and reduces sky glow.
Principle 3: Avoid light spill
All outdoor lighting should be directed downwards so that spill light is avoided. Spill light is
light that falls outside the area that is intended to be lit. Light which is directed above the
horizontal plane creates artificial sky glow and wastes energy. Light should be directed
downwards and in any case less than a horizontal pane, preferably up to 30 degrees below
the horizontal. Lighting used for night operations and industry should be directed
downwards, be a warm light and be shielded.
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Light spill can be avoided by:
•
•

Installing light fittings with an opaque cover and flat glass, mounted horizontally on
both axes, or
Mounting the light under part of a building, verandah or roof so light is blocked from
shining above the horizontal plane.

Principle 4: Shield lights.
Shielded lights do not allow any light above the horizontal plane. Non-shielded light bulbs
exposes light to shine in all directions and should be avoided. Fittings which shield light so
that it is directed downwards is preferred. Figure 2 and 3 shows appropriate shielding of
light.

1

These images are reproduced from The Dark Sky Planning Guideline June 2016 with the permission of the
NSW Department of Planning and Environment © State of New South Wales and Department of Planning and
Environment, 2016.
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(a)
Non-shielded light fitting

JC

(b)
Partially shielded outside
light fitting

✓

(c)
Shielded outside light
fitting

Figure 2: Shielding of light

✓

Figure 3: Floodlights fitted with different shielding design.
(a) Non-shielded

outside light fitting

(b) Shielded outside

light fitting with bulb
fitted to the top

Figure 4: Exposed bulb that allows light to shine in all directions and a fitting designed to minimise
2
light spill by only allowing downward projection of light.

2

These images are reproduced from The Dark Sky Planning Guideline June 2016 with the permission of the
NSW Department of Planning and Environment © State of New South Wales and Department of Planning and
Environment, 2016.
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Principle 5: Avoid over lighting
Lighting should be installed to be appropriate for the activity taking place . The amount of
light produced (lumen) is the most important consideration to ensure an area is not over lit.
The intensity of outdoor lighting should be appropriate for its intended use. Unshielded lights
should be limited to 500 lumens.
Table 1: Intensity of lighting for various activities

3

Tennis court (domestic)
Farm buildin

100 000
1800-7200
900-4000
1200

Rural Industries
Stock ards commercial

<1 000 000
<1 000 000
>5 000 000
1800-7200
12 000
No greater than necessary.

Small motel or commercial building
Recreational , decorative, promotional and
s ecial events Ii htin

Principle 6: Use asymmetric beams for floodlighting
Floodlights are required for sporting facilities and commercial stock yards. Where floodlights
are proposed, the light fittings with asymmetric beams should be used. The fittings should
direct light down toward the surface being lit to prevent light spill .
Flat glass fittings should be installed with the glass horizontal to make efficient use of the
brightest part of the beam and to eliminate light spill .

3

These images are reproduced from The Dark Sky Planning Guideline June 2016 with the permission of the
NSW Department of Planning and Environment © State of New South Wales and Department of Planning and
Environment, 20 16.
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Figure 6: Appropriate light fixtures for floodlighting.
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Restricted lighting
Lighting on advertisement signage is prohibited, except where it can be demonstrated that it
meets the principles of ‘Dark Sky Friendly Lighting’.
The use of searchlights is prohibited within the Swan Reach Conservation Park, except
when used by emergency personnel.
COMPLIANCE
To ensure compliance with the Light Management Plan and the overarching guidelines of
the International Dark Sky Association, the following is required to occur -

4

•

A commitment from Mid Murray Council and South Australian Power Networks when
renewing/replacing public outdoor lighting in the “River Murray Dark Sky Reserve”
that meet the principles of ‘Dark Sky friendly lighting’.

•

All outdoor public lighting which is non-compliant and needs replacing must be fitted
with compliant fixtures. If a light can be made complying by replacing the light bulb,
this must be done when the lamp dies.

These images are reproduced from The Dark Sky Planning Guideline June 2016 with the permission of the
NSW Department of Planning and Environment © State of New South Wales and Department of Planning and
Environment, 2016.
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By 2024, (or 5 years after designation), 90% of outdoor lighting within the Mid Murray
Reserve will be compliant with this Light Management Plan.
By 2029, (or 10 years of designation), 100% of outdoor lighting within the Mid Murray
Reserve will be compliant with this Light Management Plan.
REPORTING
An annual report will be submitted to the International Dark Sky Association, detailing the
progress done to achieve the IDA goals and provide monitoring of dark sky measurements
within the Reserve. This annual report will be undertaken by the Mid Murray Landcare
Group Inc. with assistance as required from Mid Murray Council.
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Attachment 6.1 .1(D ) - Overview of Draft "Neighbourhood" Zones - Phase 3 Code by DPTI

OVERVIEW - DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD ZONES - PHASE 3 CODE
Desired Outcome
Zone
Urban Renewal
Neighbourhood

Density
Housing t hat no longer meets
community preferences is
eplaced with new dive rse
10w - medium rise housi ng
1options. Housing density
·ncreases, taki ng adva ntage
of well-located urban land.

Medium
<70 net dwelli ngs
per hectare, or
more whe re site
>1200m 2 and 35m
fro ntage

•

2nd level: Sm

3m,

Frontage

o r 8m from
arterial road

Waterfront
Neighbourhood

Residential development
located with a coastal
frontage or within a marina
sited and designed to
complement a waterfront
e nvironme nt .

TNV

Master-planned
Neighbourhood

o r 1.Sm
whe re
adjacent
reserve

Site area

TNV

Greenfield
Neighbourhood

p t leve l: 3m

None

Low-rise medium density
Medium
housing that supports a ra nge
<70 net dwelli ngs
1of needs a nd lifestyles
per hectare
ocated within easy reach of a
dive rsity of services and
facil ities.

Height

Site area
Site
frontage
Height

TBC

l
l

A new o r expanding
community with a diverse
ange of housing t hat
s upports a range of needs
and lifesty les located wit hin
easy reach of a diversity of
services, faci lities a nd open
space.

<45 gross
dwellings/ hectare

A new o r expanding
community with a diverse
ange of housing t hat
1s upports a range of needs
and lifesty les located wit hin
easy reach of a diversity of
services, faci lities a nd open
space.

<45 gross
dwellings/ hectare,
o r higher near
activity
centres/open
space

3 levels
(12m)

l
3 levels
(12m)

f

I

I
None

<3m wall:
0.9

0.9

N/A

Current Urban Re newal Zone
in developme nt plans

>3m wall :
Addit ional
0.9 + 1/3 wall
levels: Sm+
height above
wall height
3m
>7m

p t level: 3m <3m wall : 0.9 0.9m or align N/A
with
2nd level: Sm >3m wall :
d . ..
0.9 + 1/3 wall a ~oi~mg
Additional
.
building,
height above h. h
.
levels: Sm+
w 1c ever 1s
m
3
wall height
less
>7m

Exist ing Medium Density Policy
Areas in Development Plans

TBC

Resident ial areas along
waterfront, marina or lakeside
locations

TBC

TBC

TBC

l
p t level: 3m <3m wall : 0.9 0.9

Or l.Sm
adjacent a
reserve,
Or8mfrom
arterial road

2nd level: Sm >3m wall :
0.9 + 1/3 wall
Addit ional
height above
levels: Sm+
3m
wall height
>7m

3m,

p t leve l: 3m <3m wall : 0.9 0.9

Or l Sm
adjacent a
reserve,

2nd level· Sm >3m wall ·
0.9 + 1/3 wall
Addit ional
height above
levels: Sm+
3m
wall height
>7m

Minimum site areas must align
with defi nition of medium
de nsity

J

Development Plan has current
policy on relationship to
waterfront

l

3m,

Or8mfrom
arterial road
~ .

Activity centres, employmen t,
and community services are
established to make the
eighbourhood a healthy an d
convenient place to live.

None

Application (summary)

3m,

3 levels
(12m), or 4
levels
(15m)
where sites
>1200m 2
and 35m
frontage

Housing
Diversity
Neighbourhood

Low-medium

Front
setback

Higher density in some cases
N/A

Greenfie ld/broad-hectare
areas where an activity centre
is not anticipated

N/ A

Greenfie ld/broad-hectare
areas where an activity centre
is a nt icipated

OVERVIEW - DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD ZONES - PHASE 3 CODE
Desired Outcome
Zone
General
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Density
Low-rise, low and mediumLow-medium
density housing that supports
Site dimensions
a ra nge of needs and
200-300m2
lifestyles located within easy
I each of a diversity of services
and faci lities.

Low or very low-density
Low
ousing that is consistent
TNV
with the existing local context
and development pattern.

•

2 levels
(9m)

Front
setback
Concept
Plans

ear
etback

p t level: 3m
Smor
average of
2nd level: Sm
adjoining
(whichever is
less)

Side
setback

econdary Site
coverage Application (summary)
treet

<3m wall : 0.9 0.9

•I''

>3m wall :
0.9 + 1/3 wall
height above
3m

Or8mfrom
arterial road

TNV

Criteria similar to ResCode,
with additional DTS policy on
tree planti ng, water tan ks,
articulation, street parking,
limit garage/driveway width,
etc.

p t level: 3m .Sites
0.9m or align 500/4
Average of
adjoining, or
Site
2nd level: Sm >800m2: 1.9, with
8m
or 1.9 + 1/3 adjoining
frontages
wall height building,
(default
above 3m for whichever is
1200m2 for
wall facing
less
un-sewered
south
areas)
Sites
<800m2:
Site areas

I

l

l
Established
Neighbourhood

Development that maintains
the local residential identify
throug h replacement and
edevelopment pri ma rily for
esidential purposes t hat
1complements local housing
styles a nd built form
character.
Patterns within streetscapes
created by roadside planti ngs,
footpaths and the space
etween crossovers are
app ropriately maintained or
subtly altered to support
t ousing diversity.

Low - medium
TNV

TNV

Site areas
Site
frontages
Side
setback
Site
coverage
Height

I

l
Average of
adjoining

Existing Residential Zone (site
areas for semi-detached
dwellings :5350m2 10m
frontage), areas covered by
ResCode

r

<3m wall : 0.9
>3m wall :
0.9 + 1/3 wall
height above
3m, add 1.0 if
fa cing south

p t level: 3m TNV
2nd level: Sm

0.9m or align TNV
with
adjoining
building,
whichever is
less

Existing Residential Zones not
suitable for General
Neighbourhood (due to site
areas >350m2, lower site
coverage/setbacks, etc).
No unique character/built
form policies
New policies for tree planting,
water tanks, articulation,
street parki ng, limit
garage/driveway width, etc.

Where Character Area o r
Historic Area overlays apply.
Also a reas with current
character/streetscape policies
which relate to building
envelope (not compatible with
SNZ/GNZ) and strong emphasis
on maintaining established
patterns of development.

OVERVIEW - DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD ZONES - PHASE 3 CODE
Desired Outcome
Zone
Hills
Neighbourhood

Neighbourhood

Density
Development in t he form of Low
ow or very low density
TNV
housing that minimises
1disturbance to natural
landfo rms and existing
~egetation to mit igate the
visible extent of buildings,
earthworks and retaining
walls as a complementary
transition to adjacent natu ral
and ru ral landscapes at higher
altitudes t hat provide
attractive vistas for and
backdrop to more intensive
uilt-up settlement areas.
Housing supports a range of
eeds and complements the
existing loca l context.
Services a nd community
facil ities contribute to making
a convenient place to live
without compromising the
esidential amenity and
character of the
eighbourhood.

Low
Site dimensions as
perTNV

•
TNV

Front
setback
Site area
Site
frontage

TNV,or2
levels (9m)

t reatment where necessary.
Limited goods, services a nd
fa cilities t hat enhance rathe r
tha n compromise ru ral
r esidential amenity.

" I''

8mfrom
arterial road

Average of
adjoining or
Sm

Site area
Site
frontage

l

Concept
Plan

(default 1200m2
fo r un-sewered
a reas)

1'1 level: 3m .Sites
0.9
>800m2:
19
2nd level: Sm
· '
or 1.9 + 1/3
Additional
wall height
levels: Sm + above 3m for
wall height wall faci ng
south
>7m

l
TNV (rationalised
with values
between 12004000m2)
(default
1200 m 2/ 20m for
d
)
un-sewere areas

econdary Site
coverage Application (summary)
treet
Areas that provide a t ransit ion
between more de nse built-up
areas and e levated areas
comprising escarpments, steep
hillsides and gullies.

Ge nerally applied to existing
'Hills' or 'Foothills'
zones/policy areas where
Development Plan has current
policy on design for sloping
sites

l I
Housing o n large allotments
·n a spacious rural setting,
often togethe r with large
f utbuildings. Easy access and
parking fo r cars. Considerable
space f~r trees and ot~e_r
vegetation arou nd buildings,
as well as on-site wastewater

Side
setback

Average of
adjoining, or
8m

Height

f

Rural
Neighbourhood

Rear
setback

Q

l

600/4

Suited to residential areas in
ru ral/regional context
No tree planting/water
sensitive design policies given
ru ral/township context

.Sites
<800m2:

l

levels (9m) Site a rea
Frontage
Concept Plan

Average of
adjoining or
8m

<3m wall : 0.9
>3m wall :
0.9 + 1/3 wall
height above
3m, add 1.0 if
fa cing south

6m

2m

N/A

Bridges the gap between the
Ne ighbourhood and Rural Living
zones to reduce the va riation in
/Tiinimum allotment size and
'provide greater clarity about
1
e nvisaged land uses.
IThe Ru ral Neighbourhood zone
eplaces existing Rural Living
Zo nes with allotment sizes less
tha n 4000sqm/0.4ha.
No t ree planting/water sensit ive
design policies given
ural/township context.

_J

OVERVIEW - DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD ZONES - PHASE 3 CODE
Desired Outcome
Zone
Rural Living

Density
A spacious, secluded and
f eaceful resident ial lifestyle
within semi-rural or seminatural e nvironments,
~ roviding opportunit ies for a
ange of low-intensity rural
act ivities a nd home-based
business activities t hat
1complement t hat lifestyle
choice.

Site Area: TNV
(rationalised with
values between
4000m2 and 4 ha)

•

Front

Application (summary)

setback

i2 levels (9m) Site Area

Concept Plan

20m

20m

20m

)20m

N/A

Existing Ru ral Living Zones,
except where mi nimum site area
less t ha n 4000m2.

t

Frontage: S0m, o r
6m battle-axe

Return to
Agenda

Appendix B

Development Plan (as consolidated 23 Aug 2018)
Planning and Design Code (as consulted Nov 2020)
River Murray Zone
Shack Settlement Policy Area (Policy Area 11)
River Settlement Policy Area (Policy Area 12)
Floodplain Policy Area (Policy Area 8)
Recreation and Tourism Policy Area (Policy Area 9)
River Murray Floodplain Area Overlay
Normal Pool Level of the River Murray
Notional Principal Façade Line
Finished Floor Level
Australian Height Datum
Rural Shack Settlement Zone
Conservation Zone
Principle of Development Control
Objective
Council Wide
Performance Outcome
Deemed to Satisfy criterion
Deemed Performance Feature criterion
Desired Outcome

Abbreviation
DP
Code
RMZ
PA 11
PA 12
PA 8
PA 9
RMFP
NPL
NoPFL
FFL
AHD
RuSH.Z
Con.Z
PDC
Obj
CW
PO
DTS
DPF
DO

DEVELOPMENT IN SHACK AREAS
New Elevated Dwe ling
Max mum floo a ea
Max mum bu ld ng pod s ze
Max mum s te cove age
Setback to R ve Mu ay
Setbacks to S de Bounda es
St eet Setback
P vate Open Space
Ove look ng Abatement
Unde floo clea ance above g ound
Flood Open ngs fo GL Components
Flood open ng des gn equ ements
G ound level use/conf gu at on l m tat ons
Max mum GL Enclosed A ea
Mate als and Colou s
Roof fo m, p tch and he ght
Total Bu ld ng He ght
Max mum Wall He ght
Max mum No. of Wet A eas / K tchens
Connect on to CWMS

Cu ent Development Plan Requ ements
300 squa e met es o/all a ea plus 15m2 bath oom at GL
100 squa e met es
70 pe cent
As pe NoPFL dete m ned by adjacent shacks
1m
No m n mum
No elevant p ov s ons (spec f cally excluded)
Gene al pol cy to l m t d ect ove look ng
2.5m ave age (not mo e than 2.7m o less than 2.3m)
open ngs on s des fac ng d ect on of ve flow
3m x 2 7m emovable panels, o le doo s etc
Not clad, nte nally l ned, no nte nal pa t t ons, sto age only
54 squa e met es sto age plus 15sqm wet a eas
L ghtwe ght, Non- eflect ve, blend w th natu al featu es
S mple gable, sk ll on o p tched fo ms
7.5m above NGL
No spec f c equ ement
3 wet a eas (one at GL) / 1 k tchen
Any new dwell ng must be connected n a eas > 5 s tes

Not f cat on

Class f cat on

Cat 3 t gge

NC t gge

Cat 3 t gge

NC t gge

New Ground Level Dwelling
Max mum floo a ea
Max mum bu ld ng pod s ze
Max mum s te cove age
Setback to R ve Mu ay
Setbacks to S de Bounda es
St eet Setback
P vate Open Space
Mate als and Colou s
Roof fo m, p tch and he ght
Total Bu ld ng He ght
Max mum Wall He ght
F n shed Floo Levels (g ound leve )
Max mum No. of Wet A eas
Connect on to CWMS (mo e than 5 s tes)

Cu ent Development Plan Requ ements
90 squa e met es o/all a ea plus 15m2 bath oom
N/A
70 pe cent
As pe NoPFL dete m ned by adjacent shacks
1m
No m n mum
No elevant p ov s ons (spec f cally excluded)
L ghtwe ght, Non- eflect ve, blend w th natu al featu es
S mple gable, sk ll on o p tched fo ms
Not spec f ed
N/A
N/A
Not spec f c to g ound level dwe l ngs
Any new dwell ng must be connected n a eas > 5 s tes

Not f cat on
Cat 3 t gge

Cat 3 t gge

Cat 3 t gge
Cat 3 t gge

P oposed Code Requ ements
No appl cable pol cy
No appl cable pol cy
No appl cable pol cy
50m setback to ve
No appl cable pol cy spec f c to shack a ea

CW PDC 272-276 Not appl c

No spec f c equ ements fo shack a eas found

PA 11 PDC 10, PDC 11
PA 11 PDC 14, PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 14, PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 14, PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 14, PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 15 Table M /Mu4
PA 11 PDC 10
PA 11 PDC 10
PDC 10
PA 11 PDC 12

Refe ence to AHD levels but cu ently unclea
No quant tat ve pol cy
No quant tat ve pol cy
No quant tat ve pol cy
15sqm max mum enclosed a ea
No quant tat ve pol cy

RMFP PO 5.1

7.5 max mum
No Max mum
No equ ement
Requ ement to be connected to app oved CWMS

RSSZ PO 3 1
RuSH.Z /RMFP/ TNVs

Class f cat on
NC t gge

DP P ov s ons Relevant
PA 11 PDC 7

P oposed Code Requ ements
Relevant Code Pol cy
Not f cat on
The e a e no p ov s ons fo g ound level dwell ngs n the new Code. Not env sage Requ ed

NC t gge

PA 11 PDC 6
PA 11 PDC 8, PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 9

NC t gge
NC t gge

PA 11 PDC 15 Table M /Mu4
PA 11 PDC 10

Cat 3 t gge

NC t gge

Note - any new g ound level dwell ng n PA 11 o PA 8 s Non-comply ng ega dless of above
Note- new g ound level dwell ngs a e not env saged n the Shack Settlement Pol cy A ea. New dwell ngs must be elevated.
CW PDC 272-276 elat ng to P vate Open Space do not apply to shack a eas

Relevant Code Pol cy

Not f cat on
Not f cat on
Requ ed

DP P ov s ons Relevant
PA 11 PDC 7
PA 11 PDC 15
PA 11 PDC 6
PA 11 PDC 8, PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 9

Class f cat on
efe als
Class f cat on
efe a ls
pe fo mance ass DEW efe al

RMFP PO 4.1

RMFP PO 5.3
RMFP PO 5.3
RMFP PO 5.3
RuSH.Z- PO 2.1

RMFP PO 1.1
Class f cat on
Refe al
Pe fo mance ass DEW efe al equ ed

DEVELOPMENT IN SHACK AREAS
Add tions to Elevated Dwelling
Max mum floo a ea
Max mum bu ld ng pod s ze
Max mum s te cove age
Setback to R ve Mu ay
Setbacks to S de Bounda es
St eet Setback
P vate Open Space
Ove look ng Abatement
Unde floo clea ance above g ound
Flood Open ngs fo GL Components
Max mum GL Enclosed A ea
Mate als and Colou s
Roof fo m, p tch and he ght
Total Bu ld ng He ght
Max mum Wall He ght
F n shed Floo Levels (g ound leve )

Cu ent Development Plan Requ ements
300 squa e met es o/all a ea plus 15m2 bath oom at GL
100 squa e met es
70 pe cent
As pe NoPFL dete m ned by adjacent shacks
1m
No m n mum
No elevant p ov s ons (spec f cally excluded)
Gene al pol cy to l m t d ect ove look ng
Refe to p ov s ons elat ng to new dwell ngs
Refe to p ov s ons elat ng to new dwell ngs
Refe to p ov s ons elat ng to new dwell ngs
L ghtwe ght, Non- eflect ve, blend w th natu al featu es
S mple gable, sk l on o p tched fo ms
Refe to p ov s ons elat ng to new dwell ngs
Refe to p ov s ons elat ng to new dwell ngs
Refe to p ov s ons elat ng to new dwell ngs

Not f cat on

Class f cat on

Cat 3 t gge

NC t gge

Cat 3 t gge
Cat 3 t gge

NC t gge
NC t gge

Additions to Ground Level Dwe ling
Max mum floo a ea
Max mum bu ld ng pod s ze
Max mum s te cove age
Setback to R ve Mu ay
Setbacks to S de Bounda es
St eet Setback
P vate Open Space
Mate als and Colou s
Roof fo m, p tch and he ght
Total Bu ld ng He ght
Max mum Wall He ght
F n shed Floo Levels (g ound leve )
Uppe Floo Add t ons
Not comp se ca avans

Cu ent Development Plan Requ ements
90 squa e met es fo GL Dwe l ngs
N/A
70 pe cent
As pe NoPFL dete m ned by adjacent shacks
1m
No m n mum.
No elevant p ov s ons (spec f cally excluded)
L ghtwe ght, Non- eflect ve, blend w th natu al featu es
S mple gable, sk l on o p tched fo ms
No spec f c p ov s ons. Refe to p ov s ons elat ng to new dwell ngs
No spec f c p ov s ons. Refe to p ov s ons elat ng to new dwell ngs
No spec f c p ov s ons. Refe to p ov s ons elat ng to new dwell ngs
Not pe m tted to any dwe l ng w th a hab table floo 2.3m AGL
Not used as dwell ng

Not f cat on

Class f cat on

DP P ov s ons Relevant

Cat 3 t gge

NC t gge

PA 11 PDC 6
PA 11 PDC 8, PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 9

Balconies / Elevated Decks
Max mum total loo a ea
Max mum p oject on (beyond NoPFL)
Max mum W dth
P vacy Measu es
Setbacks to S de Bounda es
Mate als and Colou s

Cu ent Development Plan Requ ements
No quant tat ve uppe l m t.
3 met es
Not stated
Avo d d ect ove look ng nto ne ghbou ng l v ng a eas
1.0 met e
Open, l ghtwe ght, non- eflect ve

Not f cat on

Class f cat on

DP P ov s ons Relevant

Cat 3 t gge

NC t gge

PA 11 PDC 8, PDC 30
N/A
PA 11 Des ed Cha acte
PA 11 PDC 9
PA 11 PA 15, Table M Mu/4

DP P ov s ons Relevant
PA 11 PDC 7
PA 11 PDC 15
PA 11 PDC 6
PA 11 PDC 8, PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 9

P oposed Code Requ ements
Relevant Code Pol cy
No appl cable pol cy
No appl cable pol cy
No pol cy spec f c to shack a eas
50m setback to ve
RMFPO PO 5.1
Qual tat ve equ ements not spec f c to elevated dw RSSZ PO 2.4 and 2 5

Not f cat on Class f cat on
Requ ed unle Pe fo mance assessed

efe als
DEW efe al equ ed unless m no and not close to ve .

P oposed Code Requ ements
Relevant Code Pol cy
No efe ence to add t ons of g ound level dwell ngs.

Not f cat on Class f cat on
Requ ed unle Pe fo mance assessed

Refe als
DEW efe al equ ed unless m no and not close to ve

P oposed Code Requ ements

Not f cat on

Refe als

CW PDC 272-276 Not appl c

No specf f c equ ements fo shack a eas found

PA 11 PDC 10, PDC 11, PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 14, PDC 30

Refe ence to AHD levels but cu ently unclea
No quant tat ve pol cy
No quant tat ve pol cy
No quant tat ve pol cy
15sqm max mum enclosed a ea
Va ous- Max s 9 met es
Va ous- Max s 9 met es
Max unde floo clea ance of 2 5 met es

PA 11 PDC 15/ Table M Mu/4
PA 11 PDC 10/ PDC 15

RMFP PO 5.1
RMFPO PO 5.3
RMFPO PO 5.3
RMFPO PO 5.3
RMFPO PO 5.3
RuSH.Z- PO 2 1
RSSZ PO 2.3 and 3 1
RMFPO PO 4.1

PA 11 PDC 15/ Table M Mu/4
PA 11 PDC 10/ PDC 15

PA 11 PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 3

Relevant Code Pol cy

Class f cat on
Pe fo mance assessed

DEVELOPMENT IN SHACK AREAS
Enclosed Outbu ldings
Maximum loo a ea
Maximum Wa l Height Span
Maximum Ove all He ght
Setback to Rive Mu ay
Setbacks to S de Bounda ies
St eet Setback
ood Openings
Mate ia s and Colou s
Roo o m pitch and he ght
Maximum numbe o st uc u es
Sepa a ion (setback) om Dwe l ng
Association w th Dwel ing
nte nal con gu at on use

Cu ent Deve opment P an Requi ements
54 squa e met es
3 2 met es 6m Span
Not speci ied
Not between the dwel ing and the R ve Mu ay
1 met e
N A
On two sides (pe pendicula to ve ow)
non- e ec ive b end with natu al eatu es o envi onment
15 25 deg ees
1 pe si e
1 met e
Must be assoc ated wi h a dwell ng on same site
Does not con a n wet a eas o inte nal pa t tions

No i cation
>54m2 is Cat 3

Classi cation
>54m2 is NC

DP P ov sions Relevant
PA 11 PDC 17 PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 19

Cat 3 t igge

NC t igge

Cat 3 t igge

NC t igge

Cat 3 t igge

NC t igge

Cat 3 t igge
Cat 3 t igge

NC t igge
NC t igge

PA 11 PDC 19 PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 9
Not speci ied
PA 11 PDC 19 PDC 30
No speci ic po icy
PA 11 PDC 19
PA 11 PDC 17 PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 18
PA 11 PDC 16 PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 18 PDC 30

Open s ded st uctu es
Maximum loo a ea
Maximum Wa l Height
Maximum Ove all He ght
Setback to Rive Mu ay
Setbacks to S de Bounda ies
St eet Setback
Mate ia s and Colou s
Roo o m pitch and he ght
Maximum numbe o st uc u es
Sepa a ion (setback) om Dwe l ng
Association w th Dwel ing
nte nal con gu at on use

Cu ent Deve opment P an Requi ements
36 squa e met es
3 2 met es
Not speci ied
Not between the dwel ing and the R ve Mu ay
1 met e
N A
non- e ec ive b end with natu al eatu es o envi onment
15 25 deg ees
1 pe si e
1 met e whe e ee stand ng
Must be assoc ated wi h a dwell ng on same site
Does not con a n wet a eas o inte nal pa t tions

No i cation
Cat 3 t igge

Classi cation
NC t igge

DP P ov sions Relevant
PA 11 PDC 17 PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 19

Cat 3 t igge

NC t igge

PA 11 PDC 19 PDC 30
PA 11 PDC 9

Cat 3 t igge

NC t igge

Cat 3 t igge
Cat 3 t igge

NC t igge
NC t igge

Rive st uctu es ( e ties pontoons & andings)
Maximum to al oo a ea
Maximum length (beyond no mal pool level)
Maximum W d h
Maximum size o land ng pontoon
Setbacks to P ojected Side Bounda ies
Mate ia s and Colou s
o m al gnment with ive bank
Maximum numbe o st uc u es
Association w th dwel ing
Haza ds

Cu ent Deve opment P an Requi ements
No i cation
pontoon- 18 squa e met es
8 met es
Cat 3 t igge
1 4 met e gangway T shape e ty- 6 0 met es ong end shape Cat 3 t igge
3 x 6 met es
Cat 3 t igge
not speci ied
T mbe Non e lect ve co ou s
Not pa al el to ive bank
One ve st uctu e pe associated al otment
Cat 3 t igge
Associated with dwel ing on same al o emnt o on y sepa ated Cat 3 t igge
Not ocated n nav gat onal channel 100 m om e y 150m om ock

Alte at ons o R ve bank / Ea thwo ks
Retaining Wal s
Maximum length a ong bank
Maximum Height
P e e ed Methodology
Association w th Dwel ing in PA 11 o PA 8
Mate ia s and Colou s
o m al gnment with ive bank
Maximum numbe o st uc u es
Maximum amount o equi ed Back i l

Cu ent Deve opment P an Requi ements
No i cation
Classi cation
im ted to eplacement essen ial to publ c access p otect on o histo ica ly s gni i ant bui d ngs
im ted in ength and he ght to min mise extent o modi ication
im ted in ength and he ght to min mise extent o modi ication
1 G ad ng wi h eeds g asses 2 so t ock 3 sandbags and geo-text le sadbags 4 T mbe and co
Needs to be associated w th a dwel ing
T mbe conc ete s eepe sandbags

DP P ov sions Relevant
RM Zone PDC 6
RM Zone PDC 7
RM Zone PDC 7
RM Zone PDC 7
RM Zone PDC 4
RM Zone PDC 7

No quant tative equi emen s
Minimal modi icat on o ive bank

RM Desi ed Cha acte PDC 7

Classi cation
NC t igge
NC t igge
NC t igge

NC t igge
NC t igge

P opo ed Code Requi emen s
Relevant Code Pol cy
60 qua e met es
RSSZ PO 6 1
3 met es
RSSZ PO 6 1
5 met es
RSSZ PO 6 1
50 met es
RM PA PO 4 1
Can be on bounda y
RRSZ PO 6 1
5 5 met es om p ima y st eet
RSSZ PO 6 1
Do not impeded lood wate s loo o RM PA PO 5 4
P e co ou t eated o pa n ed n non- RM PA PO 4 1
No quanti a ive equi ements
no max numbe speci ed
Not speci ed
Must be assoc a ed with a dwe l ng o RSSZ PO 6 1

Noti ication
No

Council Suppo t I not Alte native Pol cy
C assi i at on
Re e al
o Change
Suggest on
Pe o mance as DEW e e al equi ed i >100 squa e met es ood openings o above P not c ose to ve than assoc ated dwe l ng

Wi l be di icult to achieve ood openings i on bounda y
Th s s not app op aite o shack a eas wi h l mited si e a ea Also not app op iate o al o ments onting wate

Should be imi ed to one n shack a eas

P opo ed Code Requi emen s
Relevant Code Pol cy
Noti ication
No speci c equi ement Code does not di e ent a e between open and enclosed No

C assi i at on
Re e al
Pe o mance as DEW e e al

Not speci ied
PA 11 PDC 19
PA 11 PDC 17
PA 11 PDC 18
PA 11 PDC 16
PA 11 PDC 18 30
DP P ov sions Relevant
RM Zone PDC 1 Table M Mu 4 PPA PDC 49
RM Zone PDC 1 Table M Mu 4 PPA PDC 49
RM Zone PDC 1 Table M Mu 4 PPA PDC 49
RM Zone PDC 1 Table M Mu 4 PPA PDC 49
RM Zone PDC 1 Table M Mu 4
RM Zone DC s atement
RM Desi ed Cha acte RM Zone PDC 4
RM Zone PDC 4 PA PDC 49
RM Zone PDC 3

PA PDC 49

P opo ed Code Requi emen s
pontoon- 18 squa e met es
8 met es beyond pool level
1 4 o etty and gangway
8 x 6 squa e met es- pontoon
3 met es between ive st uctu es

Relevant Code Pol cy
RM PO PO 8 6
RM PO PO 8 6
RM PO PO 8 6
RM PO PO 8 6
RM PO PO 8 6

one ve st uctu e pe al o ment
anci la y o dwell ng
t ans e ed to Code

RM PO PO 8 5
RM PO PO 8 5
RM PO PO 8 2

P opo ed Code Requi emen s
Same equi ements
No quanti a ive equi ements
No quanti a ive equi ements

Relevant Code Pol cy
RM PO PO 4 4

Noti ication C assi i at on
Re e a s
Yes- un ess mi Pe o mance as DEW e e al

Noti ication C assi i at on
Yes- un ess mi Pe o mance as DEW e e al

